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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, ] 
Petitioner/Appellee, ] 
vs. ] 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR., ; 
Respondent/Appellant. ] 
> Appellate Case No. 20070066 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The jurisdiction of this case is vested with the Utah Court of Appeals 
pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN. §78-2a-3(2)(h) (as amended, 1996). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
I. In awarding the appellant William Frank Waldrop, Jr. parent-time, did 
the trial court abuse its discretion when: 
a. it declined to award Mr. Waldrop parent-time with the parties' 
children consistent with the parent-time schedule agreed to by the parties during 
trial; and 
b. by failing to enter sufficient findings of fact supporting its 
determination that the best interests of the children were served by Mr. Waldrop 
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continuing to receive the parent-time which had been awarded to him as interim 
relief within the entered January 8, 2005 Order on Order to Show Cause? 
II. Did the trail court abuse its discretion by refusing to award the appellant 
William Frank Waldrop, Jr. a financial offset within the distribution of the marital 
estate for child support overpayments made by him during the pendency of the 
action totaling $10,501.47? 
The two issues which Mr. Waldrop has presented for appellate review 
originate from the findings of fact and orders announced by the court from the 
bench upon the conclusion of the October 11, 2006 bench trial. The transcript of 
these findings and orders are in the Addendum - pages 46-58. 
DETERMINATIVE LAW 
UTAH CODE ANN. §30-3-32 (as amended, 2006) and UTAH CODE 
ANN. §78-45-4.4 (as amended, 2000) provide the legislative authority in this case. 
These two statues are reproduced in the Addendum - pages 1 and 2. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This appeal originates from a divorce action filed in the Weber County 
District Court by Ms. Waldrop to dissolve an approximate twenty-three year 
marriage. The parties are the parents of five children from their marriage. 
The trial court ordered the case bifurcated to allow Ms. Waldrop to be 
awarded a decree of divorce from her husband. The decree of divorce was entered 
on February 14, 2006 with all other issues reserved for trial. 
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The parties attended mediation during May 2006 where they negotiated a 
parenting plan framework for their three younger children but were otherwise 
unable to resolve their financial differences. These differences focused upon the 
division of their separate and marital property and the amount and duration of 
alimony to be received by Ms. Waldrop. 
A bench trial was conducted on October 11, 2006. Testimony and exhibits 
were presented to the court on the issues of the parent-time sought by Mr. 
Waldrop, the division between the parties of their separate and marital property 
and the amount and duration of the alimony award to Ms. Waldrop. At the 
conclusion of the one day trial, the trial judge announced from the bench his 
findings and orders. 
This appeal focuses on the findings and orders of the trial court which: 
a. awarded to Mr. Waldrop the parent-time which had been awarded 
to him as interim relief within the January 8, 2004 Order on Order to Show Cause 
as opposed to the parent-time schedule agreed to by the parties during trial; and 
b. declined to award Mr. Waldrop a financial offset within the 
distribution of the marital estate for child support overpayments made by him 
during the pendency of the action totaling $10,501.47. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. The parties were married on February 18, 1993. (Rec. @ 186-Feb. 14, 
2006 Fndgs Fct, Cnc Lw) 
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2. The parties separated on October 12, 2003 and this divorce action was 
commenced on December 15, 2003. (Rec. @ 186-Id.) 
3. The parties are the parents of five children each of whom remained based 
with Ms. Waldrop following the parties' separation and when the court made its 
first interim orders at a December 22, 2003 order to show cause hearing. (Add. @ 
3- Jan. 8, 2004 Ordr On Ordr Shw Cse) 
4. At the December 22, 2003 order to show cause hearing, Ms. Waldrop 
was awarded the interim sole legal custody of the parties' five children and Mr. 
Waldrop was awarded interim parent-time each Tuesday from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m. and each Friday from 6:00 p.m. until Saturday at 9:00 p.m. (Add. @ 8 - Jan. 
8, 2004 Ordr On Ordr Shw Cse) 
5. The interim parent-time schedule established for Mr. Waldrop at the 
December 22, 2003 hearing remained unchanged during the pendency of this 
action with the exception that the parties substituted frequently Thursday evenings 
for Tuesday evening to accommodate their respective schedules. (Tr. @ 8:4-14) 
6. At a March 16, 2004 order to show cause hearing, Mr. Waldrop was 
ordered to pay a temporary base child support obligation for the parties' five 
children of $1,826.00 per month using a sole custody worksheet, $919.00 per 
month for temporary alimony and $329.00 per month toward the payment of credit 
card balances. (Add. @ 6- June 15, 2004 Send Amded Ordr Shw Cse) 
7. The parties' oldest child John (DOB: 11-22-86) relocated to Mr. 
Waldrop's home during December 2004 and while he was a high school senior. 
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(Add. @ 24- Rspnt's Trial Ex. 8; Tr. @ 108:1-5) John obtained his 18th birthday 
during November 2004 and graduated from high school during June 2005. (Id.) 
John has resided continuously with his father from December 2004 forward. (Id.; 
Tr.@ 41:3-41:23) 
8. The parties' second oldest child Elizabeth (DOB: 7-30-88) relocated to 
Mr. Waldrop's home during the first week of January 2005 and resided 
continuously with him through November 2005. (Add. @ 24- Rspnt's Trial Ex. 8; 
Tr. @ 108:22-109:7) Elizabeth returned to Ms. Waldrop's home during the month 
of December 2005 and from January 2006 forward she has resided continuously in 
Arizona with Mr. Waldrop's sister. (Id.; Tr. @ 11:18-12:6; Tr. @ 108:22-109:7) 
Elizabeth obtained her 18th birthday during July 2006. (Id.) 
9. Mr. Waldrop's child support has always been collected by the Utah 
Office of Recovery Services. (Id.) Effective July 2005, the Utah Office of 
Recovery Services applied a sole custody child support worksheet using four 
children to modify Mr. Waldrop's ongoing base child support obligation from 
$1,826.00 to $1,659.00 per month. (Add. @ 24- Rspnt's Trial Ex. 8) While this 
modification acknowledged John's 2005 high school graduation, it did not address 
either the seven months from December 2004 through June 2005 that John lived 
with his father or that Elizabeth resided with her father from January 2005 through 
November 2005. (Id.) 
10. The parties' three younger children have always resided with Ms. 
Waldrop. (Rec. @ 265, 266- Fnl Ordr On Bifrctd Div Dec; Tr. @ 109:8-15) At a 
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June 19, 2006 temporary orders hearing, Mr. Waldrop's ongoing base child 
support obligation was modified to $1,356.00 per month for the parties' three 
younger children residing with Ms. Waldrop and his interim alimony obligation 
was modified to $750.00 per month in response to a reduction in his monthly gross 
employment income. (Add. @ 18- Temp Ordrs Frm June 19, 2006 Hrng) 
11. The Utah Office of Recovery Services collected from Mr. Waldrop and 
paid to Ms. Waldrop within the timeframe from December 2004 through July 
2006 child support overpayments totaling $10,501.47. (Add. @ 21- Rspnt's Trial 
Ex. 8; Tr.@ 27:16-28:10; 108: 1-5; 108:22-109:7; 109:8-15; 110:17-25; 112:7-
113:7) 
12. These overpayments were retained entirely by Ms. Waldrop. (Tr. @ 
110:17-25) 
13. The family home was sold by the parties prior to the October 11,2006 
trial. (Tr. @ 14:14-15:3) The net sale proceeds were committed entirely toward 
the payment of $17, 000.00 +/- credit card marital debt and to attorney fees 
incurred by the parties prior to trial. (Tr. @15:3-16:23; Add. @ 39- Rspnt's Trial 
Ex.9) 
14. Pursuant to party agreement, the court ordered Mr. Waldrop to liquidate 
his federal civilian employment Thrift Savings Plan account and to apply 
$15,000.00 + from this liquidated fund to marital debt with the balance to be 
divided equally between the parties. (Tr. @ 70:12-71:23; 102:1-8; 211:4-212:24; 
Add. @ 53 Trial Crt's Oct. 11, 2006 Fndgs And Ordr) 
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15. Ms. Waldrop maintains that the credit card balances at the time of trial 
were larger than they should have been due to Mr. Waldrop's failure to pay 
consistently $329.00 each month toward the credit card debt pursuant to court 
order from the March 155 2004 order to show cause hearing. (Tr. @ 22:15-23:25) 
She conjectured that the $8,000.00 +/- of accumulated $329.00 per month 
payments which Mr. Waldrop was court ordered to make from March 15, 2004 
until the October 11, 2006 trial should have reduced substantially the credit card 
balances beyond those which existed at the time of trial. (Tr. @ 22:15-22:25; 
173:16-174:25) 
16. Ms. Waldrop additionally testified that Mr. Waldrop created a 
$2,000.00 short fall from interim payment shortages for both January 2005 and 
February 2005. (Tr. @ 24:4-24:12) 
17. Ms. Waldrop acknowledged that payment arrearages had been created 
by her from March 2004 forward with the credit card accounts assigned to her for 
payment responsibility. (Tr. @ 23:2-25:175:1-8) 
18. Neither party identified at the October 11, 2006 trial, by exhibit or 
testimony, the amount of the credit card amount payment arrearages allegedly 
created by either party. (Tr. @ 23:2-25:173:16-174:25) Both parties submitted 
exhibits at trial identifying only credit card account balances and loan balances 
then existing. (Rspnt's Trial Ex. 7) 
19. Mr. Waldrop testified that he made correctly all required court ordered 
interim payments to Ms. Waldrop notwithstanding that he did incur limited 
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payment arrearages with some of his individual financial accounts prior to trial. 
(Tr. @ 147:20-25) 
20. No values were applied by the parties to their household furniture and 
belongings. (Tr. @127:13-128:7; 164:15-25) Mr. Waldrop did not seek from Ms. 
Waldrop any of the household furniture and furnishings which were in her 
possession at the time of trial. (Tr. @ 127:13-21) 
21. The trial court awarded Ms. Waldrop the 1998 Dodge mini van she was 
driving and awarded Mr. Waldrop the 2002 Honda Odyssey van. (Add. @ 64-
Dec. 18, 2006 Fnl Ordr On Bifrctd Div) Ms. Waldrop acquired her vehicle with a 
$4,000.00 unsecured loan from her mother and placed its value at the time of trial 
at $4,000.00. (Tr. @ 30:14-30:23; 43:11-44:5-7) She similarly valued the Honda 
Odyssey at $18,350.00 with a secured loan balance of $6,989.00. (Tr. @ 31:14-
25) Mr. Waldrop placed the Honda's secured loan balance at $8,125.00. (Tr. @ 
93:11-14) 
22. The only personal property, other than the vehicles to which the parties 
applied monetary values, were certain musical equipment, sound and recording 
equipment and a sewing machine. (Tr. @ 166:21-167:19; 169:13-24; 176:1-25; 
177:10-18) The aggregate value of this property did not exceed $10,000.00 and 
included a $3,000.00 valued console piano which Ms. Waldrop received as a gift 
from her mother. (Id.) 
23. An examination of the trail court transcript identifies that the trial court 
divided the musical equipment, sound and recording equipment and sewing 
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machine between the parties with substantial equality. (Id.) The considerations 
material to the trial court are disclosed within the following findings: 
He gets $3,500 more out of that amount. I think the - 1 
think Ms. Waldrop said it from the witness stand, and I 
think she was fair about this. The musical equipment 
is an offset to the equity in the Odyessey. One of the -
you make the pick. One of the keyboards goes to him. 
You make the decision. I know that's - maybe is the 
toughest part of this, but one of them goes - you make 
the option of which one goes. 
(Add. @ 55- Trial Crt's Oct. 11, 2006 Fndgs And 
Ordr) 
24. Mr. Waldrop's $10,501.47 child support overpayment claim was 
addressed by the court within its October 11,2006 findings and orders as follows: 
There are offsets relating to the - to what was - what 
I've had a chance to look at in terms of Office of 
Recovery Services that I just don't know how to deal 
with. It's tricky. I've tried t o - i n the allocation of the 
Odyssey - if I look at the figures that were given - that 
were given to me. There's more equity in there than I 
have awarded for the musical exchange of that. In 
addition to that, there is some responsibility for Mr. 
Waldrop who did not make all of the payments, even 
based upon his own testimony, and I'm not making 
any further rewards (sic) on that. 
(Add. @ 57-58- Trial Crt's Oct. 11, 2006 Fndgs And 
Ordr) 
25. The trial court ordered Mr. Waldrop parent-time with his three younger 
children unchanged from what he had been awarded as temporary relief at the 
March 15, 2004 order to show cause hearing. (Tr. @ 55:5-25; Add. @ 4- Jan. 8, 
2004 Ordr On Ordr Shw Cse) 
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26. The trial court's findings for its parent-time decision are stated as 
follows: 
Let me start with - 1 - probably the major issue is the 
children, and I'll start with parenting time. First of all, 
I guess, there hasn't been a stipulation, but physical -
physical custody will be with the petitioner. The other 
part of it will be joint custody. The major decisions in 
these children's life are to be made by both of you. 
The respondent will have the sole custody. There are 
some reasons to vary from the visitation, the parenting 
time that's set out by the statute, and allows people to 
make their own decisions on what to do with the 
children and how to allot parenting time. There are 
advantages to that and disadvantages. One of the 
advantages, even though it's an every other weekend, 
it gives the other parent quite a substantial amount of 
time. The drawback, of course, is the mid-week 
visitation, which is short. You two have - and I don't 
know whether or not there was help with the 
commissioner, but you have two have made some 
other arrangements. Those arrangements have been to 
allow the respondent to have the children every 
Saturday and a Friday night. The advantage to that -
and really - realistically and most of us here have been 
parents, and working parents, and its pretty hard. You 
get - and you come home from work and you're 
involved in their lives in terms of getting their 
homework done, and getting fed, get to bed. Saturday 
is one of the biggest days for a chance to have 
visitation - really time for parenting. In my family, 
that has always been the case anyway, and then 
Sunday of course. I think the arrangement that you 
have made today is working, and my order is that it 
will continue as it is now with the exception as Mr. 
Patterson pointed out that as far as holidays and 
extended period of parenting time during the summer, 
that statutory provisions, and those statutory provisions 
are to apply. 
Now, you two - both of you. I consider you very 
intelligent people. I accept that the respondent is a 
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good parent and a caring parent and that if you can 
work out other parenting arrangements and time as the 
children grow, progress, and as the mist of all of this is 
gone and you can just deal with that issue then deal 
with it. At one point, I think Ms. Waldrop was 
prepared to do what the petitioner was asking in terms 
of visitation from Friday to - through Sunday night 
and an overnight during the week. If that's best for the 
children, then do it. Then make your own parenting 
time, but that's as far as this courts going to go. I'm 
going to look for something that has worked, and I'm 
going to apply that. Otherwise, I would just go to the 
standard visitation. I'm not going to change what 
you've got. 
(Add. @ 47:9-49:3- Trial Crt's Oct. 11, 2006 Fndgs 
And Ordr) 
27. Ms. Waldrop acknowledged that when the parties attended mediation 
she had agreed to a parent-time schedule which would base the parties' three 
children with Mr. Waldrop each Thursday evening until the following Friday 
morning and on alternating weeks from Thursday evening to Sunday evening. (Tr. 
@ 62:18-21; 64:2-10) 
28. Ms. Waldrop was opposed to any further enlargement of parent-time for 
Mr. Waldrop based upon her perception that the children needed the predictability 
and structure she provided within her home: 
I was reluctant to have huge chunks right in a row. 
When I - 1 went to counseling for a year and a half- a 
licensed, you know, counselor. One of the things she 
told me that's been helpful with the children is 
predictability equals safety. Bill is inherently not 
predictable. And when they are with him for an 
extended period of time, they're more agitated then 
when it's in smaller bits. So my concern has been 
about the overnight. So like for Thursday, they're not 
to see me from Thursday morning when they leave for 
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school until Monday afternoon, which is what he was 
asking for, after school. That's too big a block of time 
for them to not have the safety of coming home and 
knowing everything's ok. 
(Tr.@ 63:4-16) 
28. Mr. Waldrop confirmed at trial that the parent-time agreed to by Ms. 
Waldrop at mediation was compatible with his interests subject to his belief that 
the schedule should also include the standard parent-time schedule within U.C.A. 
§30-3-35 for the purpose of identifying state and federal holidays and its 
remaining schedule for extended parent time only. (Tr. @ 115:21-118:10) 
29. On redirect examination with her attorney, Ms. Waldrop did not 
withdraw or modify her position that Mr. Waldrop should receive the parent-time 
to which she had agreed at mediation except to state that the trial court should 
determine whether to further apply the standard parent-time schedule as sought by 
Mr. Waldrop. (Tr. @ 182:14-24; 183:1-12) Her stated desire was to avoid further 
negotiation encounters. (Id.) 
30. Within closing argument Ms. Waldrop's attorney on two separate 
occasions urged the court to structure Mr. Waldrop's parent-time entirely within 
the boundaries of the statute created standard parent-time schedule. (Tr. @ 186:8-
18; 187:10-14) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
I. 
The trial court awarded Mr. Waldrop parent-time with the parties' three 
younger children which continued only the parent-time schedule ordered by the 
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court as interim relief at the parties' December 22, 2003 order to show cause 
hearing. This parent-time schedule provided Mr. Waldrop with parenting time on 
each Tuesday from 6:00 p.m., or from the conclusion of the children's school day, 
to 9:00 p.m. and on each weekend from Friday at 6:00 p.m., or following the 
conclusion of the children's school day, to the following Saturday at 9:00 p.m. 
The parent-time decision made by the trial court ignored the parties' 
agreement created during mediation and thereafter stated by them at trial that the 
parties' three younger children would be based with Mr. Waldrop each Thursday 
evening until the following Friday morning when he would transport them to 
school and on alternating weekends beginning Thursday evening until the 
following Sunday evening. While Ms. Waldrop left to the trial court the 
determination whether the standard parent time schedule within U.C.A. §30-3-35 
should additionally apply for state and federal holidays and for its remaining 
extended parent-time schedule, this determination was not invoked by her at trial 
to abandon the basic structure of the parent-time agreement. 
The trial court's decision implemented only its findings that the parent time 
schedule from the December 22, 2003 interim orders hearing had been in place 
between the parties for almost three years and it was, in the court's terminology 
"working". The trial court's findings failed to address the best interests of the 
children directions within U.C.A. §30-3-32 (as amended, 2006). The trial court's 
finding that the parent-time schedule then in place between the parties was 
working is not interchangeable with findings identifying the best interests of the 
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children and the legislative directions within the cited statute that the best interests 
of the children are met by their frequent, meaningful and continuing access with 
each parent. 
The parties identified for the trial court the structure for a parent-time 
schedule based upon their agreements. These agreements were completely fair 
and reasonable and implemented, without challenge, the best interests of the 
children. 
The trial court abused its discretion when it declined to implement the 
parties' parent-time agreements. Its parent-time decision likewise marshaled 
insufficient facts to establish findings that the best interests of the children were 
served by awarding Mr. Waldrop only the parent-time which had been awarded to 
him as interim relief. 
II. 
The trial court record is uncontradicted that Ms. Waldrop received and 
obtained from Mr. Waldrop through the Utah Office of Recovery Services wage 
intercepts for child support overpayments totaling $10,501.47 within the 
timeframe from December 2004 through July 2006. These overpayments 
originated entirely from Ms. Waldrop receiving child support for her two older 
children notwithstanding that neither of these children resided in her family home 
during the timeframe identified. 
U.C.A. §78-45-4.4 (as amended, 2000) provides that child support follows 
that child. The statute imposed upon Ms. Waldrop the obligation, without need for 
a modification order, to pay Mr. Waldrop the child support allocated to the parties' 
two older children based upon the change of physical custody for each child which 
had occurred between the parties. 
The trial court declined to provide Mr. Waldrop a financial offset within the 
distribution of the marital estate for $10,501.47 child support overpayments. The 
trial court's findings are that the amount of equity in the Honda Odyssey vehicle 
awarded to Mr. Waldrop coupled with his failure to make all court ordered interim 
credit card account payments provided him surplus value beyond the value of the 
marital property awarded to Ms. Waldrop sufficient to nullify his child support 
overpayment claim. 
The trial court's findings of fact are insufficient to support its 
determination. The facts within the trial court record are not clear and 
uncontroverted and capable of supporting only a finding which negates Mr. 
Waldrop's claim for an offset. The parties did not apply financial values to their 
marital property with the exception of placing values on their two motor vehicles, 
some of their musical equipment and recording equipment and a sewing machine. 
The parties chose rather to provide the trial court with stipulations and proposals 
by which categories of personal property were distributed between them without 
financial consequence based upon party perceived comparable values. 
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While Ms. Waldrop testified that Mr. Waldrop did not make all of his court 
ordered interim payments, Mr. Waldrop testified that all payments were made 
correctly. Neither party presented the trial court with exhibits or testimony 
identifying specific payment arrearages or that these alleged arrearage amounts 
were outstanding at the time of trial. 
The fact pattern within the record does not support the trial court's decision 
to decline awarding Mr. Waldrop a financial offset with the distribution of the 
marital estate for child support overpayments made by him during the pendency of 
the action. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 
THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION WHEN 
IT: 
A. DECLINED TO AWARD THE APPELLANT 
WILLIAM WALDROP JR. PARENT-TIME WITH THE 
PARTIES' CHILDREN CONSISTENT WITH THE 
SCHEDULE AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES DURING 
TRIAL; AND 
B. BY FAILING TO ENTER SUFFICIENT FINDINGS 
OF FACT SUPPORTING ITS DETERMINATION THAT 
THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN WERE 
ACHIEVED BY MR. WALDROP CONTINUING TO 
RECEIVE THE PARENT-TIME WHICH HAD BEEN 
AWARDED TO HIM AS INTERIM RELIEF WITHIN THE 
ENTERED JANUARY 8,2005 ORDER ON ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE 
A. 
The trial court awarded Mr. Waldrop parent-time with the parties' three 
younger children. This award continued only the parent-time schedule imposed by 
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the court as interim relief at the parties' December 22, 2003 order to show cause 
hearing. This parent-time schedule based the children with Mr. Waldrop on each 
Tuesday during the late afternoon and early evening hours and on each weekend 
from Friday from the late afternoon or early evening hours to the following 
Saturday at 9:00 p.m. 
The parent-time decision made by the trial court declined to implement the 
parties' agreement created during mediation and thereafter stated by them at trial 
that the parties' three younger children would be based with Mr. Waldrop each 
Thursday evening until the following Friday morning when he would transport 
them to school and on alternating weekends from each Thursday evening until the 
following Sunday evening. Ms. Waldrop left to the trial court the determination 
whether the standard parent-time schedule within U.C.A. §30-3-35 should 
additionally apply for state and federal holidays and for its remaining extended 
parent-time schedule. This determination, however, was not invoked by her at 
trial to abandon the basic structure of the parent-time agreement which both 
parties acknowledged. 
U.C.A. §30-3-32 (as amended, 2006) expresses the legislative 
determination that the best interests of children are met by their frequent, 
meaningful and continuing access to each parent. The trial court's decision 
implemented only its findings that the parent-time schedule from the December 
22, 2003 interim orders hearing had been in place between the parties for almost 
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three years and that from the court's perspective it was "working". (Add. @ 48:25-
49:4- Trial Crt's Oct. 11, 2006 Fndgs And Ordr) 
The trial court is not obligated to incorporate the stipulations of the parties 
into it's final orders. 
Sillv. Sill 2007 UT App 173, Tf 12-13, 164 P.3d 415; 
Dienerv.Diener, 2004 UT App 314, ][5, 98 P.3d 1178; 
Batty v. Batty, 2006 UT App 506,1(567 Utah Adv. Rep. 54; 
Sweetv. Sweet 2006 UT App 216, p , 138 P.3d 63; 
Pearson v.Pearson, 561 P.2d 1080, 1082 (Utah 1977) 
The trial court's pretrial order failed to address the best interests of the 
children as mandated by U.C.A. §30-3-32 (as amended, 2006). The trial court's 
finding that the parent-time schedule then in place between the parties was 
working is not interchangeable with findings defining the best interests of the 
children and the legislative directions within the cited statute that the best interests 
of the children are met by their frequent, meaningful and continuing access with 
each parent. 
The parties identified for the trial court the structure for a parent-time 
schedule based upon their agreements. These agreements were completely fair 
and reasonable and implemented, without challenge from the court, the best 
interests of the children. The trial court abused its discretion when it declined to 
implement the parties parent-time agreements without making specific findings 
identifying that their agreements were neither fair nor reasonable. 
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B. 
The trial court likewise abused its discretion when it failed to marshall 
sufficient facts to establish why the best interests of the children could only be met 
by rejecting the parties' parent-time stipulation and in it's place awarding Mr. 
Waldrop the parent-time which had first been awarded to him as interim relief at 
the December 22, 2003 order to show cause hearing. 
A trial court is required to make adequate factual findings on all material 
issues, unless the facts in the record are clear, uncontroverted and capable of 
supporting only a finding in favor of its order. 
Bakanowski v. Bakanowski 2003 UT App 357, %l L 80 P.3d 153: 
Howell v. HowelL 806 P.2d 1209,1213 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). The trial court did 
not make specific findings defining the best interests of the Waldrop's three 
younger children. The fact pattern in the trial court record is not clear, 
uncontroverted and capable of supporting only findings supporting the trial court's 
parent-time order. 
n. 
THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY REFUSING TO 
PROVIDE MR. WALDROP A FINANCIAL OFFSET WITHIN THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARITAL ESTATE FOR CHILD SUPPORT 
OVERPAYMENTS MADE BY HIM DURING THE PENDENCY OF THE 
ACTION TOTALING $10,501.47 
The trial court record is uncontradicted that the parties' two older children 
John and Elizabeth did not remain within Ms. Waldrop's physical custody during 
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the pendency of this action. Ms. Waldrop has not challenged that the parties' 
older child John (DOB: 11-22-86) relocated permanently to Mr. Waldrop's home 
during December 2004 and that the parties' second oldest child Elizabeth resided 
continuously with her father from the first week of January 2005 through 
November 2005 and from January 2006 forward has resided continuously in 
Arizona. The trial court record accordingly identifies that Ms. Waldrop received 
and retained from Mr. Waldrop through the Utah Office of Recovery Services 
wage intercepted child support overpayments totaling $10,501.47 within the 
timeframe from December 2004 through July 2006. This overpayment amount 
originates entirely from Ms. Waldrop receiving child support for her two older 
children within timeframes that neither child resided in her family home. 
U.C.A. §78-45-4.4 (as amended, 2000) provides that child support follows 
the child. This statute imposed upon Ms. Waldrop the obligation, without the need 
for Mr. Waldrop to obtain a modification order, to pay Mr. Waldrop the child 
support allocated to the parties' two older children based upon the identified 
change of physical custody circumstances. 
The trial court declined to provide Mr. Waldrop a financial offset within the 
distribution of the marital estate for the $10,501.47 child support overpayments. 
The trial court found that the amount of equity in the 2002 Honda Odyssey vehicle 
awarded to Mr. Waldrop coupled with his failure to make all court ordered interim 
payments provided him surplus value beyond the value of the marital property 
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awarded to Ms. Waldrop. The court found that this net surplus was sufficient to 
nullify Mr. Waldrop's child support overpayment claim. 
The trial court's findings of fact are insufficient to enforce its 
determination. The facts within the trial court record are likewise not clear and 
uncontroverted and capable of supporting only a finding which negates Mr. 
Waldrop's claim for an offset within the distribution of the marital estate between 
the parties based upon his overpayments. 
Bakanowski v. Bakanowskl 2003 UT App 357, fflf 9,13, 80 P.3d 157 (Trial court 
abused its discretion by failing to make adequate fact findings on all material 
issues unless the facts in the record are clear, uncontroverted and capable of 
supporting only a finding in favor of the judgment). 
The parties did not apply financial values to their marital property with the 
exception of placing values on their two motor vehicles, some of their musical and 
recording equipment and a sewing machine. The parties instead provided the trial 
court with stipulation and proposals by which categories of personal property were 
traded and otherwise distributed between them without financial consequence 
based upon party perceived comparable values. 
Ms. Waldrop testified that Mr. Waldrop did not make all of his court 
ordered interim payments. Mr. Waldrop testified that all of his interim payments 
were made correctly. Neither party presented the trial court with exhibits or 
testimony identifying specific payment arrearages, the amount of these arrearages, 
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their subject matter, when they were incurred and whether they were outstanding 
at the time of trial. 
The fact pattern which was available to the trial court did not allow it to 
make adequate factual findings supporting its determination that Mr. Waldrop's 
claim for child support overpayments was negated by the net value of the marital 
property awarded to him coupled with the interim payment history he allegedly 
created during the pendency of this action. The facts within the trial record are 
likewise not clear, uncontroverted and capable of supporting only a finding in 
favor of the court's determination. 
The trial court abused its discretion by refusing to award Mr. Waldrop a 
financial offset within the distribution of the marital estate for child support 
overpayments made by him during the pendency of the action. 
CONCLUSION 
Mr. Waldrop asks this court to remand the parent-time issues and child 
support overpayment issues identified in this brief to the trial court for the trial 
court to address specifically: 
a. whether Mr. Waldrop should be awarded parent-time with the 
parties' three younger children consistent with the parent-time schedule agreed to 
by the parties during trial; and 
b. whether the trial court should award Mr. Waldrop a financial 
offset within the distribution of the marital estate for child support overpayments 
made by him during the pendency of this action. 
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DATED: This day of September 2007. 
PHILIP C. PATTERSON 
Attorney for Respondent and Appellant 
William Frank Waldrop, Jr. 
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner/Appellee, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent/Appellant. 
Appellate Case No. 20070066 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Philip C. Patterson, certify that on Friday, September 14, 20071 served two 
copies of the Brief of Appellant upon Paul H. Olds, counsel for the Petitioner and 
Appellee, Carrie Ann Waldrop, by personally hand delivejiiig4w&-cQEies of the Brief of 
the Appellant, at the following address-
DATED: This 14 day of September: 
PHILIP C. PATTERSON 
Attorney for Respondent and Appellant 
William Frank waldrop, Jr. 
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UTAH CODE ANN. §30-3-32 (as amended, 2006) 
§30-3-32 Parent-time-Intent-Policy-Definitions 
(1) It is the intent of the Legislature to promote parent-time at a 
level consistent with all parties' interests. 
(2) Absent a showing by a preponderance of evidence of real 
harm or substantiated potential harm to the child: 
(a) it is in the best interests of the child of divorcing, 
divorced, or adjudicated parents to have frequent, meaningful, 
and continuing access to each parent following separation or 
divorce; 
(b) each divorcing, separating, or adjudicated parent is 
entitled to and responsible for frequent, meaningful, and 
continuing access with his child consistent with the child's best 
interests; and 
(c) it is in the best interests of the child to have both 
parents actively involved in parenting the child. 
(3) For purpose of Sections 30-3-32 through 30-3-37: 
(a) "Child" means the child or children of divorcing, 
separating, or adjudicated parents. 
(b) "Christmas school vacation" means the time period 
beginning on the evening the child gets out of school for the 
Christmas or winter school break until the evening before the 
child returns to school, except for Christmas Eve and Christmas 
Day. 
(c) "Extended parent-time" means a period of parent-time 
other than a weekend, holiday as provided in Subsections 30-3-
35(2)(f) and (2)(g), religious holidays as provided in 
Subsections 30-3-33(3) and (15), and "Christmas school 
vacation." 
(d) "Virtual parent-time" means parent-time facilitated by 
tools such as telephone, email, instant messaging, video 
conferencing, and other wired or wireless technologies over the 
Internet or other communication media to supplement in-person 
visits between a noncustodial parent and a child or between a 
child and the custodial parent when the child is staying with the 
noncustodial parent. Virtual parent-time is designed to 
supplement, not replace, in-person parent-time. 
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UTAH CODE ANN. §78-45-4.4 (as amended, 2000) 
§78-45-44 Support follows the child 
(1) Obligations ordered for child support and medical expenses 
are for the use and benefit of the child and shall follow the child. 
(2) Except in cases of joint physical custody and split custody as 
defined in Section 78-45-2, when physical custody changes from 
that assumed in the original order, the parent without physical 
custody of a child shall be required to pay the amount of support 
determined in accordance with Sections 78-45-7.7 and 78-45-
7.15, without the need to modify the order for: 
(a) the parent who has physical custody of the child; 
(b) a relative to whom physical custody of the child has 
been voluntarily given; or 
(c) the state when the child is residing outside of the 
home in the protective custody, temporary custody, or custody or 
care of the state or a state-licensed facility for at least 30 days. 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER 
STATE OF UTAH 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, JR. / 
Respondent. / 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
UAN
 ascai t» 
This matter came on for hearing on the 22nd day of December, 2003, before Commissioner 
DOUGLAS B. THOMAS, pursuant to the Petitioner's Order to Show Cause and Temporary 
Restraining Order. The Petitioner was present and represented by counsel, G. SCOTT JENSEN; the 
Respondent was present and represented by counsel, DAVID C BLUM, and the parties having 
entered into a Stipulation, presented that Stipulation in open Court to the Commissioner and the 
Court being fully advised in the premises, now makes the following Order: 
1. That the parties agreed, on a temporary basis, that the Petitioner will retain the care, 
custody and control of the parties' minor children. 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 1 ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
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WALDROP VS. WALDROP 
Civil No.: 034902394 
2. That the parties agreed, on a temporary basis, that the Petitioner will remain with the 
children in the marital home. 
3. That the parties, on a temporary basis, agreed to the following parent time. The 
Respondent shall exercise parent time with the children on Tuesdays from 6:00 p.m. or when the 
children are available after school, until 9:00 p.m. 
4. That the Respo ndent will exercise weekend parent time every weekend on Friday evenings 
from 6:00 p.m. or when the children are available after school, overnight until 9:00 p.m. on Saturday 
evenings. 
5. During the weekend parent time, the Respondent shall be allowed to exercise his parent 
time in the marital home with the children, but he will not disturb any of the Petitioner's private 
property, including mail, documents, etc. or enter into her room. 
6. Both parties are prohibited from making any derogatory remarks about the other party and 
this extends to prohibiting third parties from making any derogatory remarks about the other party 
in the presence of the children. Both parties are further restrained from discussing the divorce or 
from abscribing any fault to the other parent in the presence of the children. 
7. Neither party shall remove the children from the State of Utah during the pendency of 
these proceedings. 
8. The parties will continue to take care of their financial issues, such as payments on the 
home, cars, credit cards, etc. in the manner that was historically done prior to the parties' separation. 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW 
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9. That each of the parties shall be restrained from harassing or threatening the other. 
"December, DATED this g o day of Beeern 2003. 
THOMAS/ / / DOUCJLAS B( / ' / PARLEY R BALDWIN, 
Domestic Relations Commissioner District Court Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on t h e r j y t K day of December, 2003, a copy of the foregoing was 
served in the manner indicated below pursuant to the Rules of Court 4-504, by allowing three (3) 
days for mailing and five (5) days prior to submission of same to the Court for signature. 
David C. Blum 
CRIPPEN & CLINE 
Attorney for Respondent 
10 West 100 South, Suite 425 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
J\ U.S. Mail Facsimile Hand Delivered 
' ^oJ%^{%,hik 
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Attorneys for Petitioner 
Bamberger Square Building 
205 26* Street, Suite 34 
Ogden, UT 84401 
Telephone: (801) 394-5526 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH \ * 
T# 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent. 
SECOND AMENDED ORDER ON 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
This matter came on regularly for Order to Show Cause on the 15* day of March, 2004, 
before the Honorable DOUGLAS B. THOMAS, one of the Commissioners of the above-entitled 
Court. The Petitioner was present, represented by counsel, G. SCOTT JENSEN, and the Respondent 
was present, represented by counsel, DAVID C. BLUM, and the parties having proffered their 
testimony through their respective attorneys, and the Court being fully advised in the premises, now 
makes the following: 
STIPULATED ORDER 
1. The parties stipulated that a mutual Restraining Order may be entered restraining the 
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i 
£ parties from making any disparaging, derogatory or demeaning remarks regarding the other party in 
£ the presence of the parties' minor children, or doing anything that might impair the parent/child 
* relationship. 
2. That the Petitioner and Respondent are ordered to provide health, accident and dental 
insurance for the benefit of the parties' minor children, with deductible amounts and coverage equal 
to those in existence as of the date of this order for so long as coverage is available through insured's 
current or subsequent place of employment at a reasonable cost. Each parent shall equally share the 
out-of-pocket costs of the premium paid for the children's portion of insurance. This shall be 
calculated by dividing the premium amount by the number of persons covered under the policy, and 
multiplying the result by the number of children in the instant case. 
Each party is ordered to pay for one-half of any deductible or non-covered amounts for such 
essential medical or dental services or prescriptions related thereto that are not paid by the insurance 
provider. The parent ordered to maintain insurance shall provide verification of coverage to the other 
parent or to the Office of Recovery Services under Title IV of the Social Security Act, upon initial 
enrollment of the dependent children, and thereafter on or before January 2nd of each calendar year. 
The parent shall also notify the other parent or Office of Recovery Services of any change of 
insurance carrier, premium or benefits within 30 calendar days from the date of the change. 
A parent who incurs medical expenses shall provide written verification of the cost and 
payment of medical expenses to the other parent within 30 days of payment. The other parent is 
ordered to make their portion of those payments or make arrangements to do so within 45 days of 
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£ receipt of the documentation supporting required participation. 
£ Neither parent shall contract for or incur any obligation for orthodontia work or elective 
>•* 
* surgery for the children, or any type of psychological counseling or evaluation for the children, 
anticipating co-payment from the other parent without the prior agreement or consent of that parent 
in writing. The non-custodial parent will have the right in advance to participate in the selection of 
doctors and procedures for any and all orthodontia or surgical procedures, or psychological 
counseling, for which he or she is expected to contribute. If such debts are incurred without said 
consultation and written consent, then the obligating parent shall have the prima facie obligation to 
pay any non-covered expense. 
If an agreement cannot be reached, then before any (other than emergency) medical, 
orthodontic or psychological counseling shall be done as a co-obligation, the matter shall be brought 
back before the Court. If a party is found to have been unreasonable and frivolously created the need 
for the hearing, that party will be ordered to pay court costs and attorneys fees. For procedures not 
covered by the insurance but determined to be reasonably within the parties' ability to pay and 
necessary to the welfare of the children, such as orthodontia or a mental health evaluation, each party 
will normally be required to pay one-half of the costs associated with such treatments or procedures. 
3. Both parties are restrained from making major medical decisions regarding the children, 
regarding orthodontics or psychological care without the prior consent of the other party. Each party 
is allowed to make routine office visits or emergency medical visits while the children are in their care, 
custody and control 
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£ 4, The parties agree that special consideration shall be given by each parent to make the 
£ children available to attend family functions, including funerals, weddings, family reunions, religious 
* holidays, important ceremonies and other significant events in the life of the children or in the life of 
either parent which may inadvertently conflict with the parent time schedule. 
5. The non-custodial parent shall pick up the children at the time specified and return the 
children at the time specified, and the children's regular school hours shall not be interrupted. 
6. The custodial parent shall notify the non-custodial parent within 24 hours of receiving 
notice of all significant school, social, sports and community functions in which the children are 
participating or being honored, and the non-custodial parent shall be entitled to attend and participate 
felly. 
7. The non-custodial parent shall have access directly to all school reports, including pre-
school and day care reports and medical reports and shall be notified immediately by the custodial 
parent in the event of a medical emergency, 
8. Each parent shall provide the other with his or her current address and telephone number 
within 24 hours of any change. 
9. Each parent shall permit and encourage liberal telephone contact during reasonable hours 
and uncensored mail privileges with the child, 
10. Each parent shall be entitled to an equal division of major religious holidays celebrated 
by the parents, and the parent who celebrates the religious holiday that the other parent does not 
celebrate, shall have the right to be together with the child on the religious holiday. 
SECOND AMENDED ORDER ON 
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v 11. The parties stipulated that a custody evaluation shall be performed 
S ORDER 
S 
12. The Court reaffirms the prior custody agreement 
13. The Court finds that there has not been a material change of circumstances to justify a 
change in the prior custody arrangement, which is that, on a temporary basis, the Petitioner will retain 
the care, custody and control of the parties' minor children. 
14. The prior Order of the Court that the Respondent will not disturb any of the Petitioner's 
private property, including mail, documents, etc., or enter into her room, will remain in place. The 
Court will require that there be an agreement in writing before the Respondent removes any items 
from the home. 
15. The Court orders that the Petitioner should not engage in any form of additional painting. 
The Court orders that in the event a wall is half painted, she may certainly complete the job that has 
been started. It is not the Petitioner's option to engage in improvements upon the home without 
consulting the Respondent. 
16. The Court orders that no original photographs may be altered or cut up for scrap-
booking or any other purpose. No original photographs will be used in scrap booking whatsoever 
without the express permission of the Respondent. 
17. The Petitioner shall leave the home 15 minutes prior to the time that the Respondent 
comes to the home to exercise his weekend visitation and she shall return 15 minutes after the 
Respondent has left the home after having exercised his visitation. This arrangement assumes that 
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% at least one of the oldest three children is there to supervise the younger children during that 15 
I 
^ minute period. This also assumes that the Respondent will be prompt in his arrival and departure 
* during his visitation times. 
18. Regarding the determination of the custody evaluator, the Court orders that each party 
will submit three names to the other party, anticipating that the parties can come to an agreement on 
the custody evaluator. In the event that the parties cannot agree, both parties will submit the 
curriculum vitae of the three proposed custody evaluators, along with: 
(a) The cost; 
(b) The date the evaluation can be started; and 
( c) The time anticipated by the evaluator to complete the evaluation, 
which the Court presumes under the new rule shall be within 45 days after payment is made. 
19. The Court orders that if the parties cannot agree on a custody evaluator within ten days, 
each parties list of proposed evaluators shall be submitted to the Court by March 26, 2004 if the, 
parties have not reached an agreement. 
20. The Respondent is ordered initially to pay for the custody evaluation because he is the 
primary breadwinner. 
21. The final allocation of the payment for the custody evaluation will be reserved until the 
time of trial 
22. The Petitioner shall continue to maintain possession of the Ford Explorer and the 
Respondent shall maintain possession of the 2003 Honda Odyssey and will be responsible for the 
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payments thereon. 
23. On a temporary basis, the Respondent will pay child support to the Petitioner in the 
amount of $1,826.00 per month based upon the Respondent's gross monthly income of $7,416.66 
and the Petitioner's imputed gross monthly income of $893.00 per month. 
24. On a temporary basis, the Respondent shall pay to the Petitioner the sum of $919.00 per 
month as and for alimony. 
25. The Court orders that the Respondent pay $329.00 per month toward the credit card 
bills. 
26. The Petitioner will be responsible for any additional charges which she places on the 
credit cards as her sole and separate responsibility. 
The Petitioner will be responsible for payment of the debts which she has included on her 
budget. 
27. Each party will be responsible for any charges they make on credit cards. 
28. Each party shall maintain their separate checking account and be responsible for any 
return check charges on their own account. 
DATED this ^ / davof \jA^Ji^ y  _ 
HtiMAS, I / / 
ns Commissioner 
DOUGLAS B. T < 
Oomestic/Relatio 
APPROVERAS TO FORM: 
DAVIDCBLUM, 
Attorney for Respondent 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
Petitioner's Complaint for Divorce was heard on the 19th day of January, 2006, at the hour 
of 2:00 pan., before the honorable PARLEY R. BALDWIN, District Court Judge. Petitioner, 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, was present and represented by counsel, PAUL H. OLDS, 
Respondent, WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, Jr., appeared pro-se. The court having heard
 x 
testimony from Petitioner establishing grounds and jurisdiction. The court makes the following 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Petitioner, CARRIE ANN WALDROP, has been an actual and bonafide resident of 
Weber County, State of Utah, for at least three months immediately prior to the filing of this 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
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I divorce action. 
P 
(? 2. Petitioner, CARRIE ANN WALDROP, and Respondent, WILLIAM FRANKLIN 
w 
WALDROP, Jr., were married on February 18,1983 and are husband and wife. 
3. The parties herein maintain their marital domicile in Weber County, State of Utah. 
4. Petitioner and Respondent have experienced differences that are irreconcilable making 
continuation of their marriage impossible. 
5. The parties were separated on of about the 12th day of October, 2003, and have 
maintained separate residences since that time. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter herein. 
2. The parties have differences that are irreconcilable making continuation of the 
marriage impossible. 
3. Petitioner should be awarded a Decree of Divorce to be come absolute and final upon 
entry by the Court. 
4. All other issues relating to Division of Marital property, child custody, child support, 
alimony and marital debt are reserved for further proceedings. 
DATED this /^f day of February, 2006. 
PARLEY R. BALDWIN 
District Court Judge 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
w WALDROP VS. WALDROP 
;> Civil No. 034902394 
NOTICE TO RESPONDENT 
J| TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT: 
pi 
You will please take notice that pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, you 
have five (5) days from the date of this Notice, plus three days for mailing to file a written objection 
to the proposed Order with the District Court Clerk. Failure to do so will result in the Order being 
signed by a District Court Judge. Govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED this < £ day of ¥$&> 2006. 
PAUL H. OLDS, 
AttorneY, for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the £> day of -j<QJHC\\(\ )(\1 ,2006, a copy of the foregoing 
was served in the manner indicated below: 
Phillip C. Patterson 
Attorney for Respondent 
427 27th Street 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
U.S. Mail Facsimile Hand Delivered 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 3 
PAUL H. OLDS, PC, (#6777) of 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, JENSEN, 
MEDSKER, CONKLIN, OLDS & NICHOLS, LLC 
Attorneys for Petitioner
 rr„ . \_\ 
Bamberger Square, Building 1 '<\ V'J '•' - ' 
205 26th Street, Suite 34 . . 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone: (801) 394-5526 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH FEB 1 4 2006 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, ] 
Petitioner, ] 
vs. ] 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, JR., ] 
Respondent. ] 
) DECREE OF DIVORCE 
) Civil No. 034902394 
) Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
-
Petitioner's Complaint for Divorce was heard on the 19th day of January, 2006, at the hour 
of 2:00 p.m., before the honorable PARLEY R. BALDWIN, District Court Judge. Petitioner, 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, was present and represented by counsel, PAUL H. OLDS, 
Respondent, WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, Jr., appeared pro-se. The court having heard 
testimony from Petitioner establishing grounds and jurisdiction. The court having made its 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law ADJUDGES DECREES and ORDERS as follows: 
1. The bonds of matrimony and marriage contract between the parties are dissolved, and 
Petitioner, CARRIE ANN WALDROP, is awarded a Decree of Divorce from Respondent, 
DECREE OF DIVORCE Decree of Divorce (2 pcjs) 
d.1 
WALDROP VS. WALDROP 
Civil No. 034902394 
3 WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, Jr. to become final upon entry by the court. 
09 
DATED this I (4 day of February, 2006. 
PARLEY R. BALDWIN 
District Court Judge 
NOTICE TO RESPONDENT 
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT: 
You will please take notice that pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, you 
have five (5) days from the date of this Notice, plus three days for mailing to file a written objection 
to the proposed Order with the District Court Clerk. Failure to do so will result in the Order being 
signed by a District Court Judge. Govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED this *2 day of ffe£> , 2006. 
' & 
PAUL IT. <DLDS( 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
: hereby certify that on the 3 . day of ^ ^ ^ 2006, a copy of the foregoing 
was served in the manner indicated below: 
Phillip C. Patterson 
Attorney for Respondent 
427 27* Street 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
U.S. Mail Facsimile 
DECREE OF DIVORCE 
n i? 
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PHILIP C. PATTERSON - #2540 
Attorney for Respondent 
419-27 th Street 
Ogden,Utah 84401 
Telephone: (801)394-7704 
Facsimile: (801)436-1083 
«uo JUL 19. P . ^ q 
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^c;:o DISTRICT cc-;. 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JIL, 
Respondent 
TEMPORARY ORDERS FROM 
JUNE 19,2006 HEARING 
Civil No: 034902394 j y ^ J j) %\ 
Judge: Pailey R. Baldwin 
Comm: Douglas B. Thomas 
The respondent's May 25, 2006 motion for the entry of temporary orders was heard on 
June 19, 2006 at 2:30 p.m. before the Honorable Douglas B. Thomas, one of the Domestic 
Relations Commissioners for this court. The petitioner was present and represented by her 
retained attorney Paul H. Olds. The respondent was present and represented by his retained 
attorney Philip C. Patterson. 
Based upon the record on file in this action, proffers of proof made by respective counsel 
in lieu of sworn witness testimony and for good cause appearing, 
THE COURT ENTERS THE FOLLOWING TEMPORARY ORDERS: 
1. Pursuant to stipulation between the parties, the respondent's Base Child Support 
Obligation shall be scheduled at $1,356.00 per month commencing June 2006. This Base Child 
Support Obligation applies to the parties' three younger children James Waldrop (DOB: 4-17-
91), Amy Waldrop (DOB: 2-4-94) and Susan Waldroo (DOB: 8-23-96) who each remain based 
n i Q 
(Si 
g with the petitioner in her family home. This Base Child Support Obligation assigns to the 
petitioner gross monthly minimum wage income of $893.00 and assigns to the respondent gross 
monthly employment income of $6,575.00 based upon his current employment with Terrahealth, 
Inc. which began April 2006. 
2. The respondent maintains family level accident and health insurance coverage through 
his Terrahealth, Inc. employment. The respondent's out-of-pocket premium cost for this 
coverage is $520.82 each month (24 payroll cycles during the calendar year and seven 
dependents). The unit cost for this insurance coverage is $74.40. The children's portion of this 
out-of-pocket premium expense for James, Amy and Susan is $223.20, The petitioner's one-half 
share of this expense is $111.60 each month. Commencing June 2006, the respondent may 
deduct from his Base Child Support Obligation $111.60 each month which amount equals the 
petitioner's one-half share of the out-of-pocket insurance premium cost now incurred by the 
respondent for James, Amy and Susan. 
3. Beginning June 2006, the respondent's interim alimony obligation shall be modified 
to $750.00 per month. This modification responds to the material change of circumstances 
represented by the respondent's current scheduled gross monthly income at $6,575.00, the 
substantial amount of debt now being serviced by each of the parties, and the consideration that 
the petitioner, by choice, is working not more than a scheduled 30 hour work week. 
4. All remaining provisions within the entered Second Amended Order on Order to 
Show Cause from the May 15, 2004 order to show cause hearing shall remain in full force and 
effect. p . 
DATED: This 7 dayofjW2006. /\^J/ JJ^ / / _ _ ^ ^ 
T l C N o M ^ T ^ ^ U © t e ^ T T H O M A S 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS COMMISSIONER 
Temporary Orders From June 19,2006 Hearing 
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DATED: This f<? day o: 
HONORABLE! PARLEY R. BALDWIN 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
APPROVED EOR FORM AND CONTENT: 
Paul 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Temporary Orders From June 19,2006 Hearing 
Waldropv Waldrop 
RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT 8 
CHILD SUPPORT OVER PAYMENTS BY ORS INTERCEPTS FROM DECEMBER 2004 
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2006 
1. Respondent's June 15,2006 affidavit 
2. Respondent's payroll vouchers beginning June 2006 through September 2006 showing ORS 
intercepts: 
June 2006: $1,800.00 
$2,578.00 
July 2006 $2,578.00 
August 2006 $1,994.40 
September 2006 $1,994.40 
October 2006 $997.20 
TOTAL: $9,364.00 
3. Temporary Orders From June 19,2006 Hearing 
Child Support/Alimony paid 
June 2006: 
July 2006: 
August 2006: 
September 2006: 
October 2006: 
TOTAL = 
$1,800.00 
$2,578.00 
$2,578.00 
$1,994.40 
$1,994.40 
$1,994.40 
$12,939.20 
Child Support/Alimony owed 
$1,994.40 
$1,994.40 
$1,994.40 
$1,994.40 
$1.994.40 
$9,972.00 
$2,744.00 = over payment from June 2006 
TOTAL = $10,501.47 
$7.757.47 = over payment from December 2004 to June 2006 . _ 
Slate • Cifyn PlaintifTa Deferrciant*C 
_JL 
fllo^e Wal.chr.op v Waldrop 
0 2 1 Case* 0343-02394 
set at S750.00 per month b l ^ f C t o o t = » « P r a m U m " " ff I , 2 4 4 ' 4 0 ) ^ ^ 
No^Over payments from December 2004 into June 2006. See respondent's June 15, 2006 
ZC™Z:™ 20°3 State ^ **•" **"» TaX te^« ^ ORS for Quid 
- intercepted amount $3,000.00 +/- not part of this exhibit accounting 
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PHILIP C. PATTERSON - #2540 
Attorney for Respondent 
419-27 th Street 
Ogden,Utah 84401 
Telephone: (801) 394-7704 
Facsimile: (801) 436-1083 
Vv-^v U \ v 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
\CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. 
R&mondent 
RESPONDENT'S AFFIDAVIT 
RESPONDING TO 
PETITIONER'S AFFIDAVIT 
Civil No: 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
Comm: Douglas B. Thomas 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF WEBER ) 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. being first duly sworn, states the following: 
1. I am the named respondent in this action. 
2. My motion for a temporary orders hearing is now scheduled for Monday, June 19,^  
2006 at 2:30 p.m. before the Honorable Douglas B. Thomas, one of the Domestic Relations 
Commissioners for this court. 
3. I have reviewed the March 5, 2006 affidavit of the petitioner which has been filed in 
this action. 
4. I continue to provide family level health insurance for my children. This health and 
dental insurance now covers my oldest son John (age 19) and Elizabeth (age 17). Elizabeth has 
(123 
lived with my sister Judith Turley in Albuquerque, New Mexico from January 1, 2006 to the 
present. I know nothing about the health insurance coverage available to the petitioner through 
her employment at Weber State University. If this coverage is better than what is available to me 
through my employment, I agree that changes should be considered. My remaining concern, 
however, is the anticipated duration of the petitioner's employment at Weber State University to 
include the continuing terms and conditions of this part-time employment. 
5. I agree with the allegations made by the petitioner within paragraph 5 of her June 5, 
2006 affidavit The Utah Office of Recovery Services (ORS) modified my Base Child Support 
Obligation beginning July 2005 to $1,659.00 each month. This computation continues to be for 
four children. It reflects only John's graduation from high school with his peers during June 
2005. it otherwise assumes that my remaining four children are based with the petitioner. 
6. The allegations within paragraph 6 of the petitioner's June 5, 2006 affidavit are not 
accurate. My oldest son John relocated to my family home during December 2004 and has 
resided continuously with me since that date. For child support computation purposes, John 
graduated from high school during June 2005 and subsequent to that date has not been under a 
Base Child Support Obligation. By agreement between the petitioner and me, Elizabeth 
relocated to my family home during the first week of January 2005 and remained continuously in 
my family home through November 2005. 
7. From December 2004 through December 2005,1 did not receive any reduction in my 
Base Child Support Obligation for either John's full-time presence or Elizabeth's full-time 
presence in my home. My Base Child Support Obligation within the timeframe from December 
2004 through November 2005 should have been computed from two split custody worksheets to 
identify John's presence in my family home from December 2004 through June 2005 and 
Respondent's Affidavit Responding to Petitioner's Affidavit 
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Elizabeth's presence in my home from January 2005 through November 2005. From December 
2004 through June 2005, ORS continued to collect child support from me in the amount of 
$1,826.00 per month together with alimony in the amount of $910.00 per month. ($2,736.00 per 
month). The cited $1,826.00 per month child support award originates from the March 15, 2004 
order to show cause hearing. It is based upon a sole custody child support computation for five 
children based in the petitioner's family home. From July 2005 to the present, ORS has 
collected child support from me at the scheduled rate of $1,659.00 per month. This child support 
computation is based upon a sole custody worksheet which places four children in the 
petitioner's family home. 
8. From December 2004 until the commencement of my May 2005 temporary orders 
proceeding, I was unable to persuade either my fomier attorney or the petitioner to notify ORS of 
the split custody arrangements which were in place between the petitioner and me or to 
otherwise to appear before this court for a modification of my on-going child support obligation. 
9. Attached to this affidavit are three split custody child support worksheets and two sole 
custody worksheets which respond to both the split custody and sole custody parenting 
relationships which have been in place between the petitioner and me from December 2004 until 
the present Each of these child support worksheets utilize the gross monthly employment 
income assigned to me at the March 15, 2004 order to show cause hearing ($7,417.00) with the^  
exception of the sole custody child support worksheet which identifies three children. This last 
worksheet utilizes my current gross monthly employment income of $6,575.00. This worksheet 
is attached to my May 2005 affidavit in support of my May 2005 motion for a temporary orders 
hearing. 
Respondent's Affidavit Responding to Petitioner's Affidavit 
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10. I have attached to this affidavit a chart which identifies by month and in which 
family home each of my five children have been based. Applying the child support worksheets 
which are attached to this affidavit to my prepared chart, the following financial calculations 
apply: 
Month 
Dec. 2004 
Child Support 
$1,461.00 
Jan-June 2005 $1,096.00 
(6 Months = $6,576.00) 
July-Nov. 2005 $1,244.00 
(5 Months = 6,220.00) 
Dec. 2005 $1,659.00 
Jan.-Mar2006 $1,470.00 
(3 Months = $4,410.00) 
Apr-June 2006 $1,356.00 
(3 Months = $4,068.00) 
Status 
John based with me. My four younger 
children based with the petitioner. 
John and Elizabeth based with me and my 
three younger children based with the 
petitioner. 
Elizabeth based with me and my three 
younger children based with the petitioner. 
Elizabeth and my three younger children 
based with the petitioner. 
Elizabeth residing with my sister in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico and my three 
younger children based with the petitioner. 
11. At the March 15, 2004 order to show cause hearing, the court ordered me to pay an 
interim alimony award of $910.00 per month. From December 2004 to the present the following 
combined child support/alimony payments have been made by me: 
Month 
December 2004 
January 2005 
February 2005 
March 2005 
April 2005 
May 2005 
June 2005 
July 2005 
August 2005 
September 2005 
October 2005 
Combined Child Support and Alimony Payments 
$2,574.00 
$1,500.00 
$1,500.00 
$2,000.00 
$2,000.00 
$2,000.00 
$2,578.00 
$2,578.00 
$2,578.00 
$2,578.00 
$2,578.00 
Respondent's Affidavit Responding to Petitioner's Affidavit 
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November 2005 $3,203.89 
December 2005 $3,446.84 
January 2006 $3,446.84 
February 2006 $3,297.45 
March 2006 $3,004.45 (Does not include $1,496.00 tax refund) 
April 2006 $2,400.00 
May 2006 $1,800.00 
June 2006 $1,800.00 
As identified within paragraph 10 of this affidavit, the amount actually owed by me for 
combined child support/alimony payments, from December 2004 through June 2006 total 
* $41,684.00. During this same timeframe, and pursuant to the order on order to show cause 
originating from the March 15, 2004 order to show cause hearing and the ORS modification 
effective June 2006,1 will have paid $49,441.47 (an overage of $7,757.47) 
12. The allegations made by the petitioner within paragraph 6 of her June 5, 2006 
affidavit are correct that Elizabeth relocated to the petitioner's home during the month of 
December 2005 at which time she obtained her GED by successfully testing for this status. 
During the first week of January 2006, Elizabeth relocated to Albuquerque, New Mexico. She 
has been based continuously with my sister since that date. 
13. Contrary to the allegations within the petitioner's June 5, 2006 affidavit, I did not 
assault Elizabeth. Elizabeth relocated from my home to the petitioner's home beginning 
December 2005 because of her perception that I had not treated fairly the interests of my^  
youngest son Luke within an argument that had occurred between Luke and my youngest 
daughter Susan. Elizabeth witnessed that argument. Elizabeth was angry with me because, in 
her perception, 1 should have sided with Luke's interests and not have taken the disciplinary 
action which I chose to enforce against Luke. Her expression of protect was to relocate to the 
petitioner's home. During the argument that occurred between Luke and Susan, Elizabeth 
stumbled backwards over a box which was then in the room. I believe it has been the perception 
Respondent's Affidavit Resconding to Petitioner's Affidavit 
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of Luke that I had pushed Elizabeth and caused her to stumble. This conduct, however, did not 
occur. 
14. From January 2006 forward, Elizabeth has resided with my sister Judith Turley in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. My sister has taken on Elizabeth's care while declining to accept 
financial support. I have sent money to my sister each month for Elizabeth's care. To date, the 
checks which I have sent to my sister have not been negotiated. The petitioner has not provided 
for Elizabeth's support from January 2006 to the present. 
15. The allegations made by the petitioner within paragraph 7 of her June 5, 2006 
affidavit are not fully accurate. The petitioner's averments that I withheld $1,000.00 for both 
January 2005 and February 2005 are correct. What is omitted by the petitioner is her 
acknowledgment that the secured lender installment payments for the family home were not less 
than four months delinquent by March 2006. Through June 2006, the secured lender installment 
payments are eight months; delinquent 
16. The decision made by me to withhold $1,000.00 from my interim January 2005 
support/alimony obligations and to withhold $1,000.00 from my interim February 2005 
support/alimony obligations was made upon the advice of my former counsel This advice 
originated from the split custody parenting arrangements and flexible reimbursement account 
issues then existing between the petitioner and me. 
17. The financial issues created from the shifting parenting relationships which have 
existed between the petitioner and me from December 2004 to the present have been further 
aggravated by financial losses I incurred during year 2003 and 2004 within the flexible 
reimbursement account administered by my former employer Battelle. This employer 
administered program allowed me to designate, for pre-tax dollars, a specific dollar amount each 
Respondent's Affidavit Responding to Petitioner's Affidavit 
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year to be allocated for the payment of out-of-pocket health care provider expenses incurred by 
me, the petitioner and our children. I have attached to this affidavit documentation which 
identifies that my former employer Batteile withdrew, by agreement with me, $2,400.00 in pre-
tax dollars for year 2003 and $2,172.28 in pre-tax dollars in year 2004 to pay family incurred 
out-of-pocket health care provider expenses. The Batteile document confirms that no claim 
submissions were made to Batteile for year 2003 and that when the Batteile document had been 
assembled, no reimbursements firom pre-tax dollars for out-of-pocket health care provider 
•expenses had then been made for calendar year 2004. This result occurred because of the 
petitioner's refusal to submit to me the documentation necessary to obtain pre-tax reimbursement 
month. Because the pre-tax dollars withheld by Batteile for year 2003 were not used, these 
withheld funds were defaulted to Batteile. A partial default likewise occurred for year 2004. 
18. To better illustrate that out-of-pocket health care provider expenses which were 
incurred, I have attached documentation firom IHC Health Plans identifying my out-of-pocket 
health care provider expenses for year 2003 and for 2004 through March. These expenses 
qualified for pre-tax dollars reimbursement from Batteile. Reimbursement claims were never 
submitted because of the petitioner's refusal to provide me with the necessary documentation. 
DATED: This 13 day of June, 2006. 
William Frank WaT r^op, Jr. / 
Respondent y 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN T 
PHILIP CPATTERSOK 
NOTARYPUBLIC STATE OF UTAH \m 
427 27TH STREET 
OGDEN.UT 84401 
COMM. EXP. 12-16-2008 
—o& 
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Notary 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the / ; 9 day of June, 2006,1 hand-delivered a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Respondent's Affidavit Responding to Petitioner's Affidavit to the 
following: 
Paul Olds 
Attorney for Petitioner 
205-26 th Street, Suite 34 
Ogden,UT 84401 
Secretary 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY. OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP 
v. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SPLIT CUSTODY) 
Civil No: 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
support is to be awarded. 
I 2. Divide the number of children with each parent by the combined number of 
children listed in Line 1. 
3a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
| definition of income. 
3b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
1 ordered for this case). 
3 c. Enter previously ordered child support (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
1 children in Line 1). 
3d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present Home 
1 Worksheet for either parent. 
4. Subtract Lines 3b, 3c, and 3d from 3a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
1 child support purposes. 
5. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 4 and the number of children in Line 1 to 
J' the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
6. Divide each parents adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
1 adjusted monthly gross in Line 4. 
7. Multiply Line 5 by Line 6 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of the Base 
j Support Obligation. 
8. Multiply the mother's Line 7 by the father's Line 2. This is the mother's obligation 
1 to the father. 
9. Multiply the father's Line 7 by the mother's Line 2. 
1 This is the father's obligation to the mother. 
MOTHER 
4 
80% 
$893.00 
-
-
-
$893.00 
FATHER 
1 
20% 
$7,417.00 
-
• . 
-
$7,417.00 
11% 
$226.00 
$45.00 
89% 
$1,826.00 
$1,461..00 
COMBINED 
5 
$8,310.00 
$2052j00 
10. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Subtract the lesser amount (OBLIGEE'S) from the 
greater amount (OBLIGORS) of Lines 8 and 9. This is the amount the OBLIGOR pays to the 
obligee all 12 months of the year. $1,461.00 
11. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother (x) Father 
12. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 10? ( ) Yes 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: $ , and answer number 13. 
( )No 
13. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ) Electronic Filing (x) Manual Filing 10/94 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP 
i v. 
1 WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SPLIT CUSTODY) 
Civil No: 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
support is to be awarded. 
2. Divide the number of children with each parent by the combined number of 
J children listed in Line 1. 
l j — 1 - . - . - J..J_L._. LU _ _ 
3a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
[ definition of income. 
3b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
1 ordered for this case). 
3 c. Enter previously ordered child support. (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
1 children in Line 1). 
3d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present Home 
1 Worksheet for either parent. 
4. Subtract Lines 3b, 3c, and 3d from 3a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
1 child support purposes. 
5. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 4 and the number of children m Line 1 to 
j the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
6. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
1 adjusted monthly gross in Line 4. 
7. Multiply Line 5 by Line 6 for each parent to obtain each parents share of the Base 
I Support Obligation. 
8. Multiply the mother's Line 7 by the father's Line 2. This is the mother's obligation 
j to the father. 
9. Multiply the father's Line 7 by the mother's Line 2. 
j This is the father's obligation to the mother. 
MOTHER 
3 
60% 
S893.00 
-
-
-
$893.00 
FATHER 
2 
40% 
57,417.00 
-
-
-
57,417.00 
11% 
S226.00 
590.00 
89% 
51,826.00 
51,096.00 
COMBINED 
5 
58,310.00 
52,052.00 1 
10. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Subtract the lesser amount (OBLIGEE'S) from the 
greater amount (OBLIGOR'S) of Lines 8 and 9. This is the'amount the OBLIGOR pays to the 
obligee aii 12 months of the year. 51,096.00 
11. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother (x ) Father 
12. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 10? ( ) Yes 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: S , and answer number 13. 
( ) No 
13. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ( ) Electronic Filing (x) Manual Filing 10/94 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP 
v. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SPLIT CUSTODY) ! 
Civil No: 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
I 1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
j support is to be awarded. 
2. Divide the number of children with each parent .by the combined number of 
children listed in Line 1. 
3 a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
1 definition of income. 
3b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
1 ordered for this case). 
3c. Enter previously ordered :hild support. (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
1 children in Line 1). 
3 d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present Home 
j Worksheet for either parent 
4. Subtract Lines 3b, '3c, and 3d from 3a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
j child support purposes. 
5. TaKe the COMBINED figure in Line 4 and the number of children in Line 1 to 
j the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
6. Divide each parents adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
J adjusted monthly gross in Line 4. 
7. Multiply Line 5 by Line 6 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of the Base 
1 Support Obligation. 
8. Multiply the mother's Line 7 by the father's Line 2. This is the mother's obligation 
1 to the father. 
9. Multiply the father's Line 7 by the mother's Line 2. 
1 This is the father's obligation to the mother. 
MOTHER 
3 
75% 
S893.00 
-
-
-
$893.00 
FATHER 
1 
25% 
$7,417.00 
-
-
$7,417.00 
11% 
$205.00 
S51.00 
89% 
$1,659.00 
$l,244..0O 
COMBINED 
1 
4 
$8310.00 
$1,864,00 
10. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Subtract the lesser amount (OBLIGEE'S) from the 
greater amount (OBLIGOR'S) of Lines 8 and 9. This is the amount the OBLIGOR pays to the 
obligee ail 12 months of the year. $1,244.00 
11. 
12. 
Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother (x ) Father 
Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 10? ( ) Yes 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: S , and answer number 13. 
( ) No 
13. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ( ) Electronic Filing (x) Manual Filing 10/94 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
) 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross in Line 3. 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of the Base 
Support Obligation. 
11% 
$205.00 
89% 
$1,659:00 
1. Enter the 4 of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
support is to be awarded. 
2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
definition of income. 
2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
ordered for this case). 
2c. Enter previously ordered child support (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
1 children in Line 1). 
2d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present Home 
1 Worksheet for either parent 
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
J child support purposes. 
4. Take thb COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Line 1 to 
the Support Tabic Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
$893.00 
— 
— 
— 
$893.00 
$7,417.00 
— 
— 
— 
$7,417.00 
4 
$8,310.00 
$1364.00 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount in Line 6 for the Obligor 
Parent or enter the amount from the Low Income Table. $1,659.00 
Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother 
Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other 
(X) Father 
(X) Yes ( )No 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ( ) Electronic Filing (X) Manual Filing 10/94 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
support is to be awarded. 
2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
definition of income. 
2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
ordered for this case). 
2c. Enter previously ordered child support (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
I children in Line 1). * 
2d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present Home 
[ Worksheet for either parent 
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a, This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
1 child support purposes. 
4. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of. children in Line 1 to 
the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross in Line 3. 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parents share of the Base 
Support Obligation. 
$893.00 
_ 
— 
_ 
$893.00 
$7,417.00 
— 
4 
—* 
$7,417.00 
10% 
$163.00 
90% 
$1,470.00 
3 
$8,310.00 
$1,633.00 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount in Line 6 for the Obligor 
Parent or enter the amount from the Low Income Table. $1,470,00 
Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother 
Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other 
(X) Father 
(X) Yes ( )No 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ( ) Electronic Filing (X) Manual Filing 10/94 
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
) 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent. 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
C M No. 034902394 
Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for whom 
support is to be awarded. 
2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to Instructions for 
[ definition of income. 
2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter alimony 
j ordered for this case). 
2c. Enter previously ordered child support (Do not enter obligations ordered for the 
1 children m Line 1). 
2d. OPTIONAL. Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children m Present Home 
I Worksheet for either parent 
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income for 
1 child support purposes. 
4. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Line I to 
j the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it here. 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 4 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross m Line 3. 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtam each parent's share of the Base 
Support Obligation. 
MOTHER FATHER 
5893,00 
— 
— 
— 
$893.00 
$6,575.00 
— 
— 
— 
$6,575.00 
12% 
$185.00 
88% 
$1,356.00 
COMBINED 
3 
$7,468.00 
$1441.00 
L^^^^^^^H 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount in Line 6 for the Obligor 
Parent or enter the amount from the Low Income Table. $1,356.00 
Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother 
Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? 
If NO, enter the amount ordered: 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other 
(X) Father 
(X) Yes ( )No 
Attorney Bar No. 2540 ( ) Electronic Filing (X) Manual Filing 10/O4 
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CARRIE ANN WALDROP V. WILLIAM FRANK WALDROP, JR. 
CIVIL NO: 034902394 
Lived 
With Bill 
Lived 
with 
Carrie 
Child 
Support/ 
Alimony 
Paid 
Child 
Support/ 
Alimony 
1 Owed 
Nov 
2004 
John 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
| Dec 
E 2004 
John 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
$2,574 00 
$2,371 00 
! Jan 
I 2005 
John 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
$1,500.00 
$2,006 00 
Feb- June 
! 2005 
John 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
John Age 18 
Graduated 
from 
High School 
No Child 
Support 
$10,078.00 
$10,030.00 
July 
2005 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
$2,578.00 
$2,154.00 
Aug - Nov 
2005 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
$13,515.89 
$8,616.00 
Dec 
2005 
Elizabeth 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
$3,446 84 
$2,569 00 
J a n . - M a r . 
2006 
Luke 
| Amy 
Susan 
Elizabeth Lives 
with Bill's 
Sister 
Judith Turley 
$9,748 74* 
$7,140 00* 
Apr - J u n e 
2006 
Luke 
Amy 
Susan 
Elizabeth Lives 
with Bill's 
Sister 
Judith Turley 
$6,000 00** 
$6,798 00** 
* Child suppoit calculated for tliree children ($1,470 00) from January 2006 tlirough March 2006 at formei employer Baltelle 
** Child support calculated for three children (1,356.00) from April 2006 tlirough June 2006 at current employei Teirahealth 
RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT S 
DISTRIBUTION OF MARITAL ESTATE ASSETS FROM TRUST ACCOUNT OF 
PETITIONER'S ATTORNEY 
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•Statec City;:: Plaintiff D Defendant^" 
Exhibit H ^ 
' Name 'Waldrop -y Waldrop 
Care #" (T34-9D23f4 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, 
JENSEN, MEDSKER, CONKLIN, OLDS & NICHOLS, L.L.C. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
205 26* STREET, SUITE 34 
BAMBERGER SQUARE BUILDING 
OGDEN, UTAH 84401 
STEPHEN W. FARR, P.C.J 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN, P.C. t* 
KEVIN P. SULLIVAN, P.C. * 
G. SCOTT JENSEN, P.C. * 
RICHARD R. MEDSKER, P.C. * 
RON K. NICHOLS, P.C. * 
CATHERINE S. CONKLIN, P.C. 
PAUL H. OLDS, P.C. 
LAURA M. RASMUSSEN J 
fFormer Utah State Bar President 
*Former Weber County Bar President 
1
 JAlso Licensed in California 
TELEPHONE (801) 394-5526 
FACSIMILE (801) 392-4125 
September 27,2006 
Philip C. Patterson 
Attorney at Law 
419 27th Street 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Re: Waldrop vs. Waldrop 
Dear Phil: 
Here is an itemization of the deposits and disbursements regarding our Trust Account for the 
Waldrop matter. 
Deposits 3/27/2006 
7/21/2006 
7/21/2006 
$ 1,015.00 
$ 3,500.00 
$20,951.52 
(Tax Refund) 
(Sale of Home) 
(Sale of Home) 
Total Deposits $25,466.52 
Disbursements 7/25/2006 
7/25/2006 
8/31/2006 
8/31/2006 
9/05/2006 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 3,500.00 
$12,413.94 
$ 4,671.44 
$ 2.000.00 
(Phil Patterson) 
(Scott Jensen - Lien) 
(Citi Cards) 
(Citi Cards) 
(Paul Olds) 
Total Disbursements $25,085.38 
Balance Remaining $ 381.14 
i l Q O 
Water op vs. Water op 
Letter to Philip C. Patterson 
September 27, 2006 
Page -2-
Enclosed are copies of the two check stubs from First American Title for the proceeds of the 
sale of the home along with copies of the two checks that were written to Citi Cards for the credit 
card payments. 
Respectfully, 
Paul H. Olds 
Attorney at Law 
Enc. 
PHO.shm 
iun 
PR. 4000 Ofc. 4338 (1446) (tc/JR) v ,neuM*u. <woo i01 l i 
BUYER: AJ. Bute Limited 
Property Address: 3621 West 5400 South, Roy, UT 84067 
Lot 28 
Funds Due 
Charge Details: 
Seller proceeds/Attorney: 
SELLER: Waldrop, efal 
\ Thank you for doing business with First Amencan Title Insurance Agency, LLC 
First American Title insurance Agency, LLC, South Ogden 
PR. 4000 Ofc. 4338 (1446) , (tc/JR) CHECK NO. 433818126 
BUYER: AJ. Bute Limited 
Property Address: 3621 West 5400 South, Roy, UT 84067 
Lot 28 
Funds Due 
Charge Details: 
Attorney Lain: 
SELLER: Waldrop, etai 
Thank you for doing business with First Amencan Title insurance Agency, LLC 
n / -; 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, 
JENSEN, MEDSKER, CONKLIN, OLDS & NICHOLS, L.L.C 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
205 26* STREET, SUITE 34 
BAMBERGER SQUARE BUILDING 
OGDEN, UTAH 84401 
STEPHEN W. FARR, P.C.J 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN, P.C f* 
KEVIN P. SULLIVAN, P.C. * TELEPHONE (801) 394-5526 
G. SCOTT JENSEN, P.C. * FACSIMILE (801) 392-4125 
RICHARD R. MEDSKER, P.C- * 
RON It NICHOLS, ?.C * 
CATHERINE S. CONKLIN, P.C. 
PAUL H. OLDS, P.C. 
LAURA M. RASMUSSEN J 
fFormer Utah State Bar President 
•Former Weber County Bar President 
:pAlso Licensed in California 
August 31,2006 
Citi Cards 
P.O. Box 6000 
The Lakes, Nevada 89163-6000 
Re: Carrie Ann Waldrop 
Account # 5424180152393333 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Enclosed please find a check in the amount of $12,413.94 for the pay-off of the above 
listed credit account 
Respectfully, 
Shaylee Murray 
Assistant to Attorney Olds 
Enc. 
(U2 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, 
JENSEN, MEDSKER, CONKLIN, OLDS & NICHOLS, L.L.C. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
205 26* STREET, SUITE 34 
BAMBERGER SQUARE BUILDING 
OGDEN, UTAH 84401 
STEPHEN W. FARR, P.C4 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN, ?.C. f* 
KEVIN P. SULLIVAN, P.C * TELEPHONE (801) 394-5526 
G. SCOTT JENSEN, P.C. * FACSIMILE (801) 392-4125 
RICHARD R. MEDSKER, P.C. * 
RON K. NICHOLS, P.C * 
CATHERINE S. CONKLIN, T.C. 
PAUL HL OLDS, P.C 
LAURA M. RASMUSSEN t 
fFonncr Utah State Bar President 
*Formcr Weber County Bar President 
tAlso Licensed in California 
August 31,2006 
Citi Cards 
P.O. Box 6000 
The Lakes, Nevada 89163-6000 
Re: Carrie Ann Waldrop 
Account # 5424180464380069 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Enclosed please find a check in the amount of $4,671.44 for the pay-off of the above 
listed credit account 
Respectfully, 
Shaylee Murray 
Assistant to Attorney Olds 
Enc. 
n / n 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, JENSEN, « i 
MEDSKER, CONKUN, OLDS & NICHOLS L.L.C. 
TRUST ACCOUNT 
KeyBank National Association 
Ogden, Utah 84401 1743 
DATP August 3 1 , 2006 31-73/1240 01 
AY. Twelve Thousand Four Hundred T h i r t e e n & 94/100— DOLLARS $1 12.A1VQA 
r n 
TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 
C i t i Cards 
7m>i lfW.T7au^V&ff 
"•00 L Titan" i:i2«iOOQ7a7i: oooo&^saw 
RR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN. JENSEN, 4*61 
3DSKER, CONKUN, OLDS & NICHOLS LL.C. 
DETACH AND RETAIN THIS STATEMENT 
THE ATTACHED CHECK IS IN PAYMENT OF ITEM8 DESCRIBE) 
IF NOT CORRECT, PLEASE NOTIFY US PROMPTLY. NO RECEIPT 
DATE INVOICE NUMBER DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
DEDUCTIONS 
PARTICULARS AMOUNT 
NET AMOUNT 
706 PHO Re: Carrie Waldrop 
Account No. : 
$12,413.94 
5424 1801 5239 3333 
$12,413.94 
au 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, JENSEN, 4-81 
MEDSKER, CONKUN, OLDS & NICHOLS LLC. 
TRUST ACCOUNT 
KeyBank National Association 
Ogben, Utah 84401 
iSOO-MEiAmf* Ktyxom 1744 
DATE Angnsr 3 1 , 2006 31-73/1240 01 
AY Four Thoiisand S I T Hundred Spvpnry-nnp ft 44/100— -DOLLARS $1 4,671 46 J 
r n 
TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 
C i t i Cards 
" • O O i 7 ^ M a i : i 2 i fOOO?3? i : 
ARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, JENSEN, 4-81 
4EDSKER, CONKUN, OLDS & NICHOLS LL.C. 
DETACH AND RETAIN THIS STATEMENT 
THE ATTACHED CHECK 18 IN PAYMENT OF ITEMS DESCRIBED BELOW 
IF NOT CORRECT, PLEASE NOTIFY US PROMPTLY. NO RECEIPT DESIRED 
DATE INVOICE NUMBER DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
DEDUCTIONS 
PARTICULARS AMOUNT 
NET AMOUNT 
706 PHO Re: Carrie Waldrop 
Account No. : 
$4,671.44 
5424 1804 6438 0069 
$4,671-44 
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1 THE COURT: Mr. Olds, what about Exhibit 8? That 
2 is the complaint for overpayments. 
3 MR. OLDS: That's a debt with - well, it was 
4 originally marked as Exhibit 5? 
5 THE COURT: Yes. 
6 MR. OLDS: Okay. All right. My problem there is 
7 simply is, Your Honor, it's easy enough to come into the 
8 courtroom here today and say, and I made these over payments. 
9 These are too high. She - it was 11 - Daisy was at about 
10 $300 a month for 11 months. 
11 MS. WALDROP: $300 a month? 
12 MR. OLDS: Yeah. So for 11 months before they got 
13 any altercation, Daisy was, in fact, with dad. So $300 times 
14 11 months, that was what was overpaid. 
15 THE COURT: Well, I'll give it my best shot. And 
16 I'll try to speak up loudly, so that you can hear me. If 
17 what you don't have - what you didn't have throughout this 
18 whole process is enough money to expend all the attorney's 
v 
19 fees that you expended. And if it wasn't for the inability,) 
20 I think, to mediate and to take care of this, you know, three 
21 years ago, there would be some money to go around. I think a 
22 lot of it has just really been expended because of a - the 
23 lack of ability to reach a resolution. And I recognize - I 
24 have so many cases that come through here, I realize right at 
25 the very outset of this case - I can remember that much of it 
204 
- that Mr. Waldrop, for religious reasons, was very anxious 
to try to maintain his family and the union. And Mrs. 
Waldrop had substantial reasons - at least on her side where 
she felt like the marriage was over, and that was the end 
result. Now, here we are, and it's been presented to me and 
I'm the last one to try to sort it out, and I'll do the best 
I can. 
Let me start with - I - probably the major issue is 
the children, and I'll start with parenting time. First of 
all, I guess, there hasn't been a stipulation, but physical -
physical custody will be with the petitioner. The other part 
of it will be joint custody. The major decisions in these 
children's life are be made by both of you. The respondent 
will have the sole custody. There are some reasons to vary 
from the visitation, the parenting time that' s set out by the 
statute, and that allows people to make their own decisions 
on what to do with the children and how to allot parenting 
time. There are advantages to that and disadvantages. One 
of the advantages, even though it's a every other weekend, it 
gives the other parent quite a substantial amount of time. 
The drawback, of course, is the mid-week visitation, which is 
short.
 t You two have - and I don't know whether or not there 
was help with the commissioner, but you have two have made 
some other arrangements. Those arrangements have been to 
allow the respondent to have the children every Saturday and 
205 
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1 a Friday night. The advantage to that - and really -
2 realistically and most of us here have been parents, and 
3 working parents, and it's pretty hard. You get - and you 
4 come home from work and you're involved in their lives in 
5 terms of getting their homework done, and getting fed, get to 
6 bed. Saturday is one of the biggest days for a chance to 
7 have visitation - really time for parenting. In my family, 
8 that was always the case anyway, and then Sunday, of course. 
9 I think the arrangement that you have made today is working, 
10 and my order is that it will continue as it is now with the 
11 exception as Mr. Patterson pointed out that as far as 
12 holidays and extended period of parenting time during the 
13 summer, that statutory provisions, and those statutory 
14 provisions are to apply. 
15 Now, you two - both of you. I consider you very 
16 intelligent people. I accept that the respondent is a good 
17 parent and a caring parent and if you can work out other 
18 parenting arrangements and time as the children grow, 
19 progress, and as the mist of all this is gone and you can 
20 just deal with that issue, then deal with it. At one point, 
21 I think, Ms. Waldrop was prepared to do what the petitioner 
22 was asking in terms of visitation from Friday to - through 
23 Sunday night and a overnight during the week. If that's best 
4 for the children, then do it. Then make your own parenting 
25 time, but that's as far as this court's going to go. I'm 
206 
o 
1 going to look for something that has worked, and I'm going to 
2 apply that. Otherwise, I would just go to the standard 
3 visitation. I'm not going to change what you've got. So 
4 that concludes the parenting issue and that part of it. 
5 Now, let's go to the financial part of it. I've 
6 had a chance to try to read through these documents, and I 
7 probably should take some time to go through it and then give 
8 you a decision later. But I'm going to stumble through it 
9 now, and I'll probably be asking some questions as I get 
10 there. There was some offsets, I think, that this Court is 
11 going to apply. One of the offsets comes from the amount of 
12 the money that was used from the house. As part of that, 
13 there was a $3,500 lien that was paid to Mr. Jensen. Now, I 
14 think there - I don't think there was ever - I could not see 
15 in the file. Was there ever an award of attorney's fees, or 
16 was that :iust held in limbo? There was never an award where 
17 the respondent was required to pay attorney's fees. Would 
18 that be correct? 
19 MR. OLDS: I think -
20 MS. WALDROP: It was just held for later. 
21 MR. OLDS: Oh, it was reserved? 
22 MS. WALDROP: We were - yeah, it was reserved. 
23 MR. OLDS: Okay. I thought the net one incident 
24 there was an order to pay attorney's fees. 
25 MS. WALDROP: He asked me to reserve [inaudible]. 
207 
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1 MR. OLDS: Okay. All right. 
2 THE COURT: As far as the taxes, this Court is 
3 requiring that the income taxes be filed. The best way to 
4 have those filed is to have the petitioner file them as she's 
5 done in the past. There was testimony from the respondent 
6 that he was comfortable - that she had done it in the past, 
7 prepared those and rather than going through another fee, 
8 they should be done. They can be submitted back to the -
9 they will clearly be submitted back to the respondent so that 
10 he can review them, but they should be filed jointly so that 
11 everyone gets the benefit - the best benefit of the tax. 
12 MR. OLDS: Your Honor, I don't know that much about 
13 this. But, I guess, what concerns me and, of course, Carrie 
14 as well is if by doing that, what happens to the money that 
15 have been dished out by way of these Pell grants for John, 
16 Daisy, and Carrie? I mean, what if this - what if the effect 
17 of filing jointly then causes those to be disrupted, not 
18 eligible. You have to pay the money back or -
19 MS. WALDROP: You have to pay it back. I'm not su^e 
20 how that works. 
21 THE COURT: Okay. You would prefer not doing that? 
22 MS, WALDROP: Yeah, I would prefer to just - cause 
23 we - we can both be head of household. We get the same tax 
24 status as* married filing jointly. We just file separately. 
25 THE COURT: Mr. Patterson, is it - your side of it 
208 
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1 is the - is Mr. Waldrop of the opinion that he would prefer 
2 filing separately? 
3 MR. PATTERSON: No. We want to take a look at a 
4 joint, because Bill's position - I mean, we - and he is in 
5 rough hand way with the CPA is there's about a $3,000 benefit 
6 to file jointly. 
7 THE COURT: But that would take away the -
8 MR. PATTERSON: Well -
9 THE COURT: That may take away the Pell grant -
10 taking - setting her aside, it take - it may take away the 
11 Pell grant for both Daisy and John, and that becomes crucial. 
12 MR. WALDROP: I can answer this. If that's 
13 acceptable. 
14 MR. PATTERSON: What he is - what Bill's telling me 
15 is that - I don't know - well, but the - the grant that was 
16 made for Daisy, the parties oldest daughter, has apparently 
17 been disallowed or rescinded. 
18 MS. WALDROP: [inaudible] 
19 MR. PATTERSON: In any event, I don't know. That'^ 
20 what he tells me. I still don't think that a filing is going 
21 to impact them for those years. I mean, I just don't, if 
22 they refile. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. 
24 MR. PATTERSON: And, Judge, I'll leave it to you. 
25 THE COURT: Okay. This is what the order is, is 
209 
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1 you get the tax information ready. You submit it to Mrs. 
2 Waldrop. She takes a look at it, and you make some judgment 
3 call of the benefit and the detriment. If it's to the 
4 benefit of both of you to file jointly, then that should be 
5 done. Now, let me tell you about the consequences. If the 
6 consequences is that it's - it - the - if you file 
7 separately, then the returns come back separately, and any 
8 refunds come back separately. So that's the catch. If you 
9 join - if you file jointly, then the refunds are to be 
10 applied to marital debt, and that equals one-half. Okay, is 
11 there any question about that? Have you got that, Mr. Olds? 
12 It looks like you're going to be the drafter to begin with. 
13 MR. OLDS: I'm good. And what you're saying is 
14 that factor - we compare, but we're factoring in the Pell 
15 grants to the comparison of that? 
16 THE COURT: Sure. 
17 MR. OLDS: Okay. 
18 THE COURT: You decide - if you decide it's not to 
19 your benefit, because the Pell grants, then he must file 
20 separate - or head of household separately. But if he files 
21 head of household separately, he gets all the refund. 
22 MR. OLDS: Okay. And any returns go to debt? 
23 THE COURT: Right. And if you file jointly, then 
24 the refunds go to marital debt. 
25 MR. OLDS: Okay. 
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1 THE COURT: Or if marital debt is paid, it goes 
2 50/50. The account is to be - the name of that was the -
3 MR. OLCS: TSP. 
4 THE COURT: - savings plan. That is to be 
5 liquidated immediately. And the reason we're doing that is 
6 because of the civil service thing. If that's going to come 
7 into - that's come - that's going into play. Then once the 
8 net figures are there, the following debts are to be paid: 
9 the Omaha debt; the USA debt; $900 of the overdraft debt, and 
10 then a total of - an additional amount of $3,500 is to be 
11 applied to respondent's debt. Well, let me just pick it so 
12 it's - the American First Loan one' is to be paid off. 
13 MR. OLDS: [inaudible] 
14 % THE COURT: Okay. 
15 MR. OLDS: [inaudible] So ... 
16 MS. WALDROP: $3,500? 
17 THE COURT: Well, I'm - that's about the amount of 
18 his debt. So what's going to happen is that money goes first 
19 of all to the payment of the Omaha debt of $8,000. The USA * 
20 debt of approximately $1,300. $900 of the joint account, and 
21 that's $4 difference. I don't know which one of those is 
22 which, but it's a total of $900. 
23 MR. OLDS: Okay. 
24 THE COURT: Then $3,500 of the America First loan 
25 xs to be paid. 
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1 MR. OLDS: Oh, okay. At least it was -
2 THE COURT: That was a debt that was incurred by 
3 him that is not marital debt, but that's going to offset the 
4 amount that was paid to Mr. Jensen. 
5 MR. OLDS: Okay. All right. 
6 THE COURT: The balance after that is to be divided 
7 equally between the parties, and the - you can apply that. I 
8 hope that Mr. Waldrop takes his part of that and applies it 
9 to the [inaudible] debt. The one thing that's glaring and 
10 Mr. Patterson, who is the - represents most of the car 
11 companies around here. What is glaring, is the amount of 
12 that monthly payment on the - on this vehicle and that may 
13 have to be refinanced and redone some way so that you' re not 
14 paying that amount, but that's something beyond me. 
15 MR. PATTERSON: Judge? 
16 THE COURT: Yes. 
17 MR, PATTERSON: Can I ask you something? 
18 THE COURT: Yes. 
19 MR. PATTERSON: Or ask you to revisit this one. W^ 
20 talked about the, you know, the attorney fee weighing for 
21 Scott Jensen at $3,500 is - I mean what's the scoop there? 
22 How is that being applied to everything else. 
23 THE COURT: He gets $3,500 from the retirement 
24 account. 
25 MR. OLDS: Okay. We're knocking out that America 
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1 Firsn loan of - difference than meeting $28.70 some cents. 
2 MR. PATTERSON: Okay, that's what you did. That's 
3 what that means. 
4 THE COURT: That's -
5 MR. PATTERSON: Okay. 
6 THE COURT: He gets $3,500 more out of that amount. 
7 I think the - I think Ms. Waldrop said it from the witness 
8 stand, and I think she was fair about this. The musical 
9 equipment is an offset to the equity in the Odyssey, One of 
10 the - you make the pick. One of the keyboards goes to him. 
11 You make the decision. I know that's - maybe is the toughest 
12 part of this, but one of them goes - you make the option of 
13 which one goes. 
14 MS. WALDROP: [inaudible]. 
15 THE COURT: If you want to negotiate On the 
16 speakers that are yours, you can do something like that too. 
17 I know that those negotiations have been very difficult in 
13 the past, and I don't see any brighter future. 
19 MS. WALDROP: Unless I can offer to buy my keyboard 
20 from him or something? 
21 THE COURT: Okay. 
22 MS. WALDROP: Okay. 
23 THE COURT: In the June hearing, there was an 
2 4 amount of child support and alimony that was set pursuant to 
25 the figures that were given, and the Court is sustaining 
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1 that. That will be the -
2 MR. OLDS: Your Honor, help me with that. That 
3 was, I believe you're referring to the $1,350 and the $750. 
4 THE COURT: That's right. Now, I am - I'm going to 
5 put some limitations on alimony, and let me say that I do 
6 that for a couple of reasons. I find that - I found in the 
7 past that sometimes when alimony is set, that that puts both 
8 parties in a position where they don't want to move on with 
9 their life, because they're tied to alimony. Alimony 
10 automatically terminates if there's remarriage, if there's 
11 cohabitation, and the Court is going to enter the following 
12 order that starting today — let's see. Starting - the Court 
13 is going to award alimony at $750 for a period of five- years 
14 starting November. It will then be reduced to $500 for a 
15 period of two years. After which time, it will'terminate. 
16 Each party is to be responsible for their payment of their 
17 own attorney's fees and costs. There are offsets relating to 
18 the - to what was - what I've had a chance to look at in 
19 terms of Office of Recovery Services that I just don't know 
20 how to deal with. It's tricky. I've tried to - in the 
21 allocation of the Odyssey - if I look at the figures that 
22 were given - that were given to me. There's more equity in 
23 there than I've awarded for the musical exchange of that. In 
24 addition to that, there is some responsibility for Mr. 
25 Waldrop, who did not make all of the payments, even based 
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1 upon his own testimony, and I'm not making any further 
2 rewards on that. 
3 Now, I've trust I've made everybody sufficiently 
4 disappointed, but one good thing is it's concluded. 
5 Anything Mr, Patterson - any issue that you see I 
6 have not dealt with? 
7 MR. PATTERSON: Okay. So the alimony that he's paid 
8 to date, is just included - I mean, it's the five year, two 
9 year, and then that's it. 
10 THE COURT: Uh-huh (affirmative). 
11 MR. PATTERSON: Okay. No, r -
12 THE COURT: Recognizing -
13 MR. PATTERSON: Judge, I -
14 THE COURT: - Mr. Patterson has told you, I'm sure, 
15 that under the law it terminates after 23 years: That has 
16 been shortened down, and you should understand that. That's 
17 - it's a 23-year marriage. The longest alimony can go is 23 
18 years, and I'm cutting that way down. That - in my 
19 estimation, at least gives you an opportunity to finish youtf 
20 education, get into some type of an employment before that. 
21 Now, your needs are not met. I think everyone sees that, but 
22 that's up to you. You've got some consequences that will 
23 have to be whatever, and the same way with you, Mr, Waldrop. 
24 You've got to turn the phone off, though. 
25 MR. WALDROP: It's the children. 
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sorry. 
THE COURT: You've got to turn it off. 
MR. WALDROP: I didn't realize it was on. I'm 
THE COURT: Okay. That's fine. 
Mr. Patterson, do you have anything further? 
MR. PATTERSON: No, no, Judge. 
THE COURT: Mr. Olds? 
MR. OLDS: I'm good. 
THE COURT: Prepare the documents. 
(Whereupon the hearina was concluded) 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CARRIE ANN WALDROP, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN WALDROP, JR., 
Respondent. 
FINAL ORDER ON 
BIFURCATED DIVORCE 
Civil No. 034902394 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
This matter came on for Trial on the 11th day of October, 2006, at the hour of 9:00 a.m., 
before the Honorable PARLEY R. BALDWIN, with Petitioner, CARRIE ANN WALDROP, being 
present and represented by counsel of record, PAUL H. OLDS, and with Respondent, WILLIAM 
FRANKLIN WALDROP, Jr, being present and represented by counsel of record, PHILIP C.} 
PATTERSON. All matters being presented and the Court being fully advised on the premises, the 
Court hereby ORDERS ADJUDGES and DECREES as follows: 
1. CHILD CUSTODY: The Court finds that it is in the children's best interest that the 
Petitioner have the primary care custody and control of the parties three minor children, to-wit: 
JAMES WALDROP, born April 17,1991; AMY WALDROP,. born February 4,1994; and SUSAN 
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WALDROP, born August 23,1996; and thereby awards the custody to Petitioner. The Court awards 
the parties joint legal custody. 
2. On issues regarding the children's religious upbringing, health, education, and welfare, 
the parties shall keep each other fully informed of all developments, issues, extracurricular activities, 
meetings, conferences and any other significant events or occurrences so that each party may attend 
and participate as desired. In the event the parties cannot agree regarding the above matters, the 
parties shall submit the dispute to mediation, with each party paying one-half the cost of such 
mediation. Both parties shall have access to all of the children's school, medical, religious and other 
records. 
3. PARENT TIME: The Court finds that it is in the best interest of the children that the 
parties maintain their current parent time schedule. Therefore, parent time is ordered as follows: 
Respondent will exercise parent time with the children every Tuesday evening for a three-
hour period and every Friday from 7:00 p.m. through Saturday at 9:00 p.m. If for any reason the 
parties are unwilling or unable to follow the above schedule, the parent time shall follow the 
statutory standard found in UCA §30-3-35. 
The parties will use the statutory provisions for holidays as follows: 
Regarding Christmas, in odd numbered years, Petitioner shall have parenting time beginning 
on the evening the children get out of school for the Christmas school break and continuing until 
Christmas Day at 1:00 p.m. so long as the Christmas school break is equally divided. For even-
numbered years, Petitioner shall have parenting time with the children beginning at 1:00 p.m. on 
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Christmas day and continuing to the end of the Christmas school vacation, so long as the Christmas 
school vacation is equally divided 
For all other holidays and relevant birthdays the parties will alternate with each other 
regarding the exercise of parenting time, for both, successive holidays and each holiday from year 
to year. 
Petitioner shall have parenting time on Mother's Day. 
Respondent shall have parenting time on Father's Day. 
The parties agree that each shall have four weeks of continuous vacation time with the 
children during the summer, two weeks of which shall be uninterrupted. Petitioner and Respondent 
shall give written notice to each other of the dates of such vacation time at least 10 days prior to its 
commencement, in addition, each party shall inform the other party if they intend to take the 
children out of the state of Utah. Suchnotice shall include a proposed itinerary including an address 
and telephone number, if applicable, where the children can be reached. 
The parties shall limit their telephone calls to the other's residence to the hours of 7:00 a.m. 
to 8:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday, unless there 
is an emergency. 
Each party will keep the other party advised of their current address and telephone number 
and advise the other party thirty (30) days in advance of any move, without exception. It is 
understood that if one party permanently relocates more than fifty (50) miles from the other that such 
action would be a material and substantial change in circumstances unforeseen at the execution of 
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this document 
Special consideration shall be given by each parent to make the children available to attend 
family functions including funerals, weddings, family reunions, religious holidays, important 
ceremonies, and other significant events in the life of the child or in the life of either parent which 
may inadvertently conflict with the above custodial schedule. 
4. CHILD SUPPORT: The Court finds that the Petitioner is entitled to child support as 
shown on the child support worksheet attached hereto in the sum of $1,356.00 per month for the 
support of the minor children in accordance with the Utah Uniform Civil Liabilities Support Act 
§78-45-7.14, U.C.A. (1953, as amended) commencing with the month of November, 2006, for the 
support of the minor children and continuing until the youngest child reaches the age of 18 or 
graduates from high school in the normal course, whichever occurs last. Child support must be paid 
to Petitioner no later than the fifth day of each month. At this time Respondent pays $532.00 per 
month for health insurance for six (6) persons. Therefore a credit for half the individual premiums 
is given to the Respondent forthe parties three (3) minor children of $133.00 (53216/2x3-133). 
This reduces the Respondent's child support obligation to $1,223.00 per month. 
It is anticipated that Respondent will soon enter Federal Civil Service employment At that 
time, pursuant to the parties5 agreement, the health insurance child support credit will be 
recalculated. 
The base child support obligation attributes to the Petitioner minimum wage with a gross 
monthly income of $893.00 and attributes to the Respondent the gross monthly income of $6,575.00 
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based on his current employment with Terahealth. 
A. The child support is calculated by using Petitioner's earnings of $893.00 per 
month and Respondent's earnings of $6,575.00 per month. 
B. Respondent shall not be subjectto automatic income withholding as provided 
under U.C.A. § 62A-11-404.5 and 78-45-7.1 (1953, as amended), unless and 
until Respondent is delinquent in his support payment. At that time, 
Respondent is subject to automatic withholding as provided under U.C.A. 
§62A-ll-404.5 and 78-45-7.1 (1953, as amended). In the event child support 
is paid through the Office of Recovery Services, a surcharge (presently $7.00 
per month) will be added to his monthly child support 
C. Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 62A-11-320.5 (1953, as amended), each party 
to this stipulation may request that the Office of Recovery, Services review 
the Court's child support order for this action to determine whether a 
modification of the Court ordered child support shall be pursued, 
5, TAXES: The parties have not filed State and/or Federal Income Tax Returns for years 
2004 and 2005. The Court orders thatthe parties calculate theirtaxes forthese years both jointly and * 
individually. The parties shall then file their taxes in a matter that is most advantageous. The benefit 
of the Pell Grants which have been awarded to the two older children and Petitioner shall be factored 
into the above calculation. Any refund or tax liability resulting from a joint filing shall be split 
equally between the parties. For year 2006 and thereafter the parties shall file separately. As long 
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as Respondent maintains Ml time employment, he will have the benefit of the children as tax 
deductions. However, when Petitioner becomes employed full time, the benefit of the children as tax 
deductions will be equally split between the parties. 
6. INSURANCE: The parties shall maintain a policy of dental, health and accident 
insurance for the benefit of their minor children, and share equally the cost of such coverage. All 
medical or dental expenses not covered by insurance, including office visits, physical examinations 
and immunizations shall also be divided equally between the parties. At this time Respondent is to 
provide insurance for the parties children through his full time employment 
Each party shall provide the other written notice and proof of medical and dental expenses 
incurred and payments made thereon within thirty (30) days of the date the expense is incurred. 
7. DAYCARE: The parties shall equally share the work-related child care cost incurred each 
month as a result of employment, if any. 
Parental care is preferable to surrogate care. The parties shall make every effort to allow for 
parental care of their children. 
8. ALIMONY: The Respondent is ordered to pay Petitioner $750.00 per month as and for 
alimony for five years commencing with the month of November 2006. After the aforementioned 
five year period, the alimony will be reduced to $500.00 per month for two remaining years and then 
alimony will tenninate. Alimony terminates upon the remarriage or cohabitation of Petitioner as 
provided by statute. 
9. RETIREMENTS AND SAVINGS: The Respondent has a Thrift Savings Plan through 
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a prior employer. This account is to be liquidated immediately. 
10. DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS: The following outstanding debts are to be considered 
marital herein: 
a. The First National Bank of Omaha, with an approximate balance owing of 
$8,000.00 
b. First USA Bank, with an approximate balance owing of $1,300.00 
c. America First Credit Union, with an approximate balance owing of $900.00 
d. AmericaFirst Credit Union, with an approximate balance owing of $3,500.00 
These accounts are all to be satisfied out of the liquidation of the TSP account. The balance 
of the TSP account is to be ,divided equally between the parties. The court finds that the 
overpayment of child support by the Petitioner is offset by his failure to make payments against 
marital debt as ordered during the pendency of this action. 
11. PERSONAL PROPERTY: The parties have various items of personal property, several 
vehicles, musical equipment, tools, clothing, etc. The Court finds that these items were equitably 
distributed prior to the court hearing and that the value held by each part}'' offsets the value held by 
the other with the exception of one keyboard. The Petitioner is to choose one of the two marital 
keyboards and return that item of personal property to the Respondent 
12. ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS: Each party shall be ordered to assume their own 
costs and attorney's fees incurred as a result of this divorce action. 
13. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS: Each party shall promptly at any time or times 
required, make, execute and deliver any releases, documents and instruments that may be necessary 
to cany into effect the above order. 
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14. All property and money received or retained by each party pursuant to this Order shall 
be the separate property of such party free and clear of any right, interest or claim of the other party, 
and each party shall thereafter own, have and enjoy, independently of any claim or right of the other 
party, all items of real and personal property then or thereafter belonging to him or her, and each 
party shall have the right to deal with or dispose of his or her separate property, both real and 
personal, fully and effectually, in all respects and for all purposes. 
15. Each party, after the entry of this Order shall be solely responsible for all debts incurred 
by him or her- Neither party shall thereafter incur any debts, obligations or liabilities on the parties' 
credit or do anything for which the other party may become legally liable. Each party shall 
indemnify and hold harmless the other from any debts, obligations or habilities that may exist or 
come into existence in violation of the foregoing. 
16. The Court acknowledges but takes no action on the Respondent's declaration that his 
religious beliefs do not accommodate the Court assuming jurisdiction over the parties for the purpose 
of dissolving the parties marriage 
DATED this 1$ day of fl^O 
PARLEY R. BALDWIN, 
District Court Judge 
PHILIP C. PAT 
Attorney for Respondent 
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